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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
by David W. Charron

I am saddened to report that Professor George J.
Siedel has announced his retirement as Editor of the
Michigan Real Property Law Review. George has faithfully
served the Real Property Law Section of the State Bar of
Michigan as Editor of the Review for thirty years. He has
guided the publication with a firm but gentle hand from
its infancy. George is the reason the Review looks and
feels the way it does. He is the reason you run to the
mailbox each quarter to grasp the brown print publication,
and search its cover page for topics of interest. His
lifeblood courses through every issue. It is an
understatement to say he will be missed. George is the
Review.
George’s unique qualifications for the post are
undeniably one of the reasons he was so successful at the
helm of the Review. George is the Williamson Family
Professor of Business Administration at the Stephen M.
Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan.
George received his B.A. degree from the College of
Wooster, J.D. degree from the University of Michigan,
and a Diploma in Comparative Legal Studies from
Cambridge University, where he was a Ford Foundation
fellow. Prior to his appointment to the Williamson Family
Professorship, George held a University of Michigan
Thurnau Professorship. George has been admitted to
practice before the United States Supreme Court and in
Michigan, Ohio, and Florida.
People like George J. Siedel are not replaceable. We
will find a substitute Editor and somehow the Michigan
Real Property Law Review will continue, but it will never
be the same. Thank you George for sacrificing your
nights, weekends, holidays and vacations to advance the
understanding of Michigan real estate. Thank you for
your insistence upon quality, clarity, and timeliness. We
are better attorneys for having had you in our lives.
George’s work concludes with the winter issue. If all goes
as planned, we plan to thank George for a job well done
at our December Council meeting.
The Council has assigned Pat Karbowski, Leslie
Banas and Larry Shoffner the task of identifying and
recommending a suitable successor to George J. Siedel.
Please contact them with your thoughts and words of
encouragement. This is a huge task of vital importance
to the Section.

Summer and Winter Conferences
We set a record for the number of attendees at our
annual Summer Conference which was held at the Grand
Traverse Resort. Next summer’s venue is the beloved
Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island. We expect high
attendance trends to continue, so book your
accommodations early if you plan to attend. Thank you
to Rick Rattner and Ron Reynolds, the coordinators of
our successful Grand Traverse Resort conference. Thank
you also to our summer conference sponsors: First
American Title Insurance Company, Fidelity National
Title Insurance, LandAmerica, Stewart Title Guaranty
Co, ASTI Environmental, Inc., Associated Environmental
Services LLC, Cogni Learn, Inc., and the Phillip F. Greco
Title Company.
Our winter conference is also likely to set new
attendance records due to its venue at the sparkling new
Wynn Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada, the most luxurious
casino complex in the town. Ronn Nadis and Larry
Shoffner have organized the theme of the conference
around lessons to be learned from the red-hot real estate
market in the West. Peter Nathan, a former Chairperson
of the Council and current resident of Las Vegas, will be
assisting with the program and festivities. In addition to
the blockbuster shows, and other night life, this year’s
March conference will also correspond with the televised
NCAA basketball tournament. Once again, book your
room and flights early if you plan to attend.
Homeward Bound and Groundbreakers
Breakfast Roundtables
Homeward Bound begins its season on November 3,
2005 with an excellent presentation by Bill Acker, Dean
Rocheleau and Richard Shapack on Tax Planning for
Real Estate Owners. Our first Groundbreakers Breakfast
Roundtable on construction issues is scheduled for October
27, 2005 at the Townsend Hotel.
Legislative Work
At its September 14, 2005 meeting, the Council
voted to have the Section oppose current drafts of a
proposed amendment to the Michigan Constitution, SJR
E, and corresponding legislation, SB 693, HB 5060,
which attempted to codify the holding of the Michigan
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Supreme Court’s 2004 landmark decision in County of
Wayne v Hathcock, 471 Mich. 445; 684 N.W.2d 765
(2004), following the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision
involving the scope of the “public use” limitation under
the United States Constitution in Kelo v City of New
London, __ U.S.__; 125 S. Ct. 2655; 162 L. Ed. 2d 439
(2005). The Kelo case involved an appeal from the
Connecticut Supreme Court, which had ruled that
economic development was a valid “public use” under
its constitution. The Court in Kelo likewise ruled that
economic development was a valid public use under the
U.S. Constitution. While clarifying the appropriate
standard under the Federal Constitution, the U.S. Supreme
Court made it clear that individual states could impose
more restrictive legislative or constitutional standards on
the use of eminent domain. In fact, the Court expressly
cited the Michigan Supreme Court’s 2004 decision in
Hathcock as an example of a state constitutional standard
that is more restrictive on the use of eminent domain than
the U.S. Constitution.
In Hathcock, the Michigan Supreme Court interpreted
the scope of the “public use” limitation contained in the
Michigan Constitution, Article 10 § 2, and in doing so,
the Court expressly overruled its 1981 decision in Poletown
Neighborhood Council v Detroit, 410 Mich. 616; 304
N.W.2d 455 (1981). In Poletown, the Michigan Supreme
Court had ruled that the “public use” clause allowed for
the taking of private property to be transferred to a
different private entity for purposes of economic
development. The Poletown Court articulated a balancing
test between the public and private interest to be applied
in such cases: there must be “substantial proof that the
public is primarily to be benefited.” The Court in Hathcock
rejected the balancing test, ruled that economic
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development did not satisfy the “public use” clause, and
limited the clause to its understanding as of 1963, when
the Constitution was enacted, which restricted takings to
traditional notions of “public use.”
The Council was concerned that the current draft of
the proposed legislation and Constitutional amendment
were unnecessary because the Hathcock decision, which
interprets the existing Michigan Constitution, was already
the law of the land in the State of Michigan. Moreover,
the Hathcock opinion was quite complex and nuanced,
in contrast to the proposed legislation, and there was a
strong feeling that the legislation would have the
unintended effect of making the existing law more
uncertain. For example, several members of the Council
noted that by use of the term “for the primary benefit of
the private entity or entities,” the proposed legislation did
not codify Hathcock, but actually could be interpreted to
resurrect in part the Poletown balancing test, which the
Michigan Supreme Court rejected and over-turned in
Hathcock. Council members Ron Reynolds and Jerry
Pesick expressed the Section’s concerns during testimony
before the Senate Transportation Committee on
September 27, 2005 and some modifications to the text
of the legislation were made.
In future meetings, the Council plans to focus on
current problems facing our members arising from the
operation of Michigan’s recording statutes, and the failure
of county register of deeds to keep entry books. We hope
to devise some legislative solutions to the recurring
problems which face our members, and to suggest
mechanisms to modernize the recording process. Your
thoughts on these issues are welcomed.
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THE IMPACT OF THE BANKRUPTCY REFORM ACT OF 2005 ON
NONRESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE LEASES
by Lisa S. Gretchko*
On April 20, 2005, President Bush signed into law
the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer
Protection Act of 2005 (“Reform Act”). Although the
Reform Act has been widely publicized as a complete
overhaul of the consumer bankruptcy system, it also
impacts business bankruptcies and the treatment of
unexpired leases of nonresidential real estate. The Reform
Act’s provisions regarding nonresidential real estate leases
will govern in bankruptcy cases filed on or after October
17, 2005.
Clarification Of Defaults That Must Be Cured
In Order For Debtor To Assume Executory
Contract Or Unexpired Lease.
Historically, 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(1) has required the
debtor (or bankruptcy trustee) to cure certain defaults in
order to assume an executory contract or unexpired
lease. The pre-Reform Act version of 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(b)(1) states:
(b)(1)

If there has been a default in an executory
contract or unexpired lease of the debtor, the
trustee may not assume such contract or lease
unless, at the time of assumption of such contract
or lease, the trustee—
(A) cures, or provides adequate assurance that
the trustee will promptly cure, such default;
(B) compensates, or provides adequate
assurance that the trustee will promptly
compensate, a party other than the debtor
to such contract or lease, for any actual
pecuniary loss to such party resulting from
such default; and
(C) provides adequate assurance of future
performance under such contract or lease.

Generally, 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2) contained a list of
defaults, which the debtor need not cure before

assuming an executory contract or unexpired lease,
as follows:
(2) Paragraph (1) of this subsection does not apply
to a default that is a breach of a provision
relating to—
(A) the insolvency or financial condition of the
debtor at any time before the closing of the
case;
(B) the commencement of a case under this title;
(C) the appointment of or taking possession by
a trustee in a case under this title or a
custodian before such commencement; or
(D) the satisfaction of any penalty rate or
provision relating to a default arising from
any failure by the debtor to perform
nonmonetary obligations under the executory
contract or unexpired lease.
In the past, 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2)(D) produced
litigation regarding the scope of defaults that need to be
cured in order for a debtor or trustee to assume an
executory contract or unexpired lease. This litigation
resulted in a split among the circuits, as evidenced by In
re Claremont Acquisition Corp., Inc., 113 F.3d 1029 (9th
Cir. 1997), and In re BankVest Corp., 360 F.3d 291 (1st
Cir. 2004), cert den., 124 S. Ct. 2874, 159 L. Ed. 2d 776
(2004).
In Claremont, the debtor attempted to assume a
franchise agreement for a car dealership. Although the
franchise agreement required the franchisee to operate
continuously, the debtor had ceased operations for
approximately two weeks before filing bankruptcy and
thus was in breach of the franchise agreement. The
franchisor objected to the debtor’s motion to assume the
franchise agreement and argued that the debtor’s twoweek business shut down constituted an “historical”

* Lisa S. Gretchko is a shareholder of Howard & Howard Attorneys, P.C., and concentrates her practice in
creditors’ rights and commercial litigation. A graduate of the University of Detroit Law School, Lisa is a past Secretary
of the Real Property Law Section, and a regular speaker at ICLE-sponsored programs. The author would like to thank
Vicki Harding of Pepper Hamilton LLP for her editorial assistance on this article.
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default that the debtor could not cure. In response, the
debtor argued that the continuous operation clause in the
franchise agreement created a nonmonetary obligation,
and that under 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2)(D), the debtor is
not required to cure nonmonetary defaults.
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of
the franchisor and held that 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2)(D)
provides an exception from the cure requirement for only
provisions imposing penalties (including penalty rates
and liquidated damages) resulting from the failure to
perform nonmonetary obligations. See Claremont, 113
F.3d at 1034. In reaching this conclusion, the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals reasoned that the words “penalty”
and “satisfaction” in 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2)(D) modified
both of the nouns that followed—in effect determining
that this section is properly read to excuse satisfaction of:
(1) any penalty rate (relating to a nonmonetary
default), and
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an unexpired lease or executory contract because a
default might be impossible to cure. The First Circuit
Court of Appeals reasoned that the holding in Claremont
was antithetical to the overarching purpose of the
Bankruptcy Code—namely the rehabilitation of debtors.
Consequently, the First Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
that debtors can assume executory contracts and unexpired
leases without first curing any nonmonetary defaults.
The Reform Act attempts to address the split in the
circuits by incorporating portions of the approaches
adopted by both the Ninth Circuit in Claremont and the
First Circuit in BankVest. First, the Reform Act amends
11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(2)(D) to include the word “penalty”
in two places within the first line, as follows (emphasis
added):
(2) Paragraph (1) of this subsection does not apply
to a default that is a breach of a provision
relating to—

(2) any penalty provision (relating to a nonmonetary
default),

…
(D) the satisfaction of any penalty rate or penalty
provision relating to a default arising from
any failure by the debtor to perform
nonmonetary obligations under the executory
contract or unexpired lease.

and rejecting the alternate construction advocated by the
debtor that it excuses satisfaction of:
(1) any penalty rate or provision and
(2) any nonmonetary default.
Based upon this interpretation of the statute, the
Ninth Circuit concluded that if either a penalty rate or
other penalty provision was tied to a nonmonetary default,
then the penalty portion need not be cured, but the
debtor must cure all other nonmonetary obligations—
regardless of whether cure was possible. The Ninth
Circuit rejected the debtor’s proposed interpretation of
the statute, holding that it would render 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(b)(2)(A), (B), and (C) superfluous because they
would be subsumed in § 365(b)(2)(D). Consequently,
the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Claremont held that in
order for the debtor to assume the franchise agreement,
it had to cure all nonmonetary defaults other than those
that required the debtor to pay a monetary penalty.
Because it was impossible for the debtor to cure the
historical nonmonetary defaults, the debtor’s motion to
assume the franchise agreement was denied.
In re BankVest Capital Corp., 360 F.3d 291 (1st Cir.
2004), the First Circuit Court of Appeals reached the
opposite conclusion, and observed that the Claremont
decision was too harsh on debtors because it created a
scenario in which the debtor would be unable to assume

This amendment to 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2)(D) codifies
the Ninth Circuit’s ruling in Claremont, which inferred
that the word “penalty” applies to both “rate” and
“provision” in the first line of the statute. Therefore,
Congress has apparently agreed with the Claremont
court that 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2)(D) excuses only cure of
penalty rates or penalty provisions, but does not excuse
cure of other nonmonetary defaults, as a condition of
assuming an executory contract or unexpired lease.
However, Congress apparently recognized that
Claremont produces a harsh result for debtors, and that
the amendment to 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2)(D) would
produce the same harsh result unless some ameliorating
language was inserted in 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(1).
Consequently, the Bankruptcy Reform Act amends 11
U.S.C. § 365(b)(1)(A) to read as follows:
(b)(1)

If there has been a default in an executory
contract or unexpired lease of the debtor, the
trustee may not assume such contract or lease
unless, at the time of assumption of such contract
or lease, the trustee—
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(A) cures, or provides adequate assurance that
the trustee will promptly cure, such default
other than a default that is a breach of a
provision relating to the satisfaction of any
provision (other than a penalty rate or penalty
provision) relating to a default arising from
any failure to perform nonmonetary
obligations under an unexpired lease of real
property, if it is impossible for the trustee to
cure such default by performing nonmonetary
acts at and after the time of assumption,
except that if such default arises from a
failure to operate in accordance with a
nonresidential real property lease, then such
default shall be cured by performance at and
after the time of assumption in accordance
with such lease, and pecuniary losses resulting
from such default shall be compensated in
accordance with the provisions of this
paragraph;
The obvious purpose of this amendment is to reduce
somewhat the harsh effects of In re Claremont, 113 F.3d
1029 (9th Cir. 1997).
This complex amendment to 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(b)(1)(A) is, however, problematic for several
reasons. First, the amendment repeats the phrase “other
than a penalty rate or penalty provision,” which is
confusing in the context of 11 U.S.C.§365(b)(1)(A), and
will undoubtedly spawn the argument that this phrase
somehow modifies or is inconsistent with 11
U.S.C.§365(b)(2)(D).
Second, the amendment to 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(1)(A)
excuses the debtor from impossible cure obligations only
with respect to unexpired leases of real property. Thus,
ironically, the holding in Claremont would be the same
even under the amended version of 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(b)(1)(A), because Claremont dealt with a franchise
agreement (i.e., an executory contract) and not an
unexpired lease of real property.
Even as to unexpired leases of real property, the
amendment does not excuse the debtor from curing all
nonmonetary defaults but, instead, only excuses the
debtor from curing nonmonetary defaults which are
“impossible” for the debtor to cure by performing
nonmonetary acts at or after the time of assumption.
Undoubtedly, litigation will erupt on whether cure is
possible.
This section contains the further qualification that a
default based on failure to operate in accordance with a
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nonresidential lease must be cured prospectively. This
language is bound to result in litigation on the issue of
whether a particular provision in a lease of nonresidential
real estate constitutes an “operational” or a “nonoperational” obligation.
Although the Reform Act’s amendment to 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(b)(1)(A) will prevent a Claremont-type harsh ruling
in situations involving the assumption of real property
leases, the amendment will still cause a harsh Claremonttype result if the debtor tries to assume other types of
executory contracts or unexpired leases (such as franchise
agreements or personal property leases). For example,
if a debtor tries to assume a personal property lease
under the amended 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(1)(A), the nondebtor party will undoubtedly argue that a nonmonetary
default must be cured before the debtor can assume the
unexpired personal property lease. If it is impossible for
the debtor (or bankruptcy trustee) to cure a nonmonetary
default then, in those situations, the non-debtor party will
continue to hold a “trump card” that may affect the
debtor’s ability to successfully reorganize. In other words,
despite the Bankruptcy Reform Act, the Claremont rule
will continue to apply and, under 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(1),
the debtor will have to cure nonmonetary defaults in
order to assume executory contracts and unexpired leases
except: (1) impossible-to-cure nonmonetary obligations
in real estate leases (except that operation in accordance
with a nonresidential real property lease is required from
and after assumption), and (2) defaults of the type
described in 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2) (i.e., penalties relating
to nonmonetary defaults).
New Deadline For Assumption Or Rejection Of
Nonresidential Real Estate Leases
11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(4) governs the deadline for the
assumption or rejection of nonresidential real estate leases.
Historically, 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(4) has required the
debtor (or the bankruptcy trustee) to assume or reject an
unexpired lease of nonresidential real property within 60
days after the date of the order for relief1 (or within such
additional time as the court (for cause) fixes before the
expiration of the foregoing deadline2) failing of which the
nonresidential real estate lease is deemed rejected and
the debtor (or trustee) must immediately surrender the
nonresidential real property to the lessor.
In large or complex bankruptcy cases (especially
cases involving numerous unexpired leases of
nonresidential real property) debtors have sought, and
often obtained, long extensions of the deadline to assume
or reject nonresidential real estate leases by arguing that
they need the extension in order to determine which
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leases should be assumed, and which should be rejected.
For years landlords have resisted this, arguing that they
have a right to know whether the debtor is going to
assume or reject their nonresidential lease.
The Bankruptcy Reform Act amends 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(d)(4) to read as follows:
(4)(A)

Subject to subparagraph (B), an unexpired lease
of nonresidential real property under which the
debtor is the lessee shall be deemed rejected,
and the trustee shall immediately surrender that
nonresidential real property to the lessor, if the
trustee does not assume or reject the unexpired
lease by the earlier of—
(i) the date that is 120 days after the date of the
order for relief, or
(ii) the date of the entry of an order confirming
a plan,

(B)(i) The court may extend the period determined
under subparagraph (A), prior to the
expiration of the 120-day period, for 90 days
on the motion of the trustee or lessor for
cause.
(ii) If the court grants an extension under clause
(i), the court may grant a subsequent
extension only upon prior written consent of
the lessor in each instance.
The Reform Act’s changes to 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(4)
are rather straightforward. First, the amendment changes
the current 60-day deadline to assume or reject unexpired
leases of nonresidential real estate to the earlier of: (i)
120 days after the date of the order for relief, or (ii) the
date of entry of an order confirming a plan of
reorganization. Second, the amendment permits the
bankruptcy court to grant a motion of the debtor (or
trustee), or of the lessor, to extend the 120 day deadline
for “cause” but, unlike the current law (which was silent
on the number of extensions or their duration), the
Reform Act’s amendment to 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(4)
enables the court to grant an extension for only 90 days.
If the debtor (or trustee) desires further extensions of the
deadline to assume or reject unexpired leases of
nonresidential real estate, the court can grant such an
extension only if the lessor of said nonresidential lease
gives prior written consent.
The Reform Act’s amendment to 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(d)(4) is problematic for debtors for several reasons.
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The first 120-days of a bankruptcy case is a very busy
time for most debtors, and during that time it is often
difficult for a debtor to assess whether it makes sense to
assume or reject a particular lease of nonresidential real
property. The Reform Act’s amendment to 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(d)(4) is particularly troublesome for debtors with
numerous unexpired nonresidential real estate leases,
because these debtors often need significantly longer
than 120 days—indeed, sometimes longer than 210 days
(i.e., the 120 day initial time plus the Bankruptcy Reform
Act’s one-time 90 day extension)—to determine which
nonresidential real estate leases should be assumed, and
which should be rejected. The impact of this amendment
to 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(4) may force debtors to prematurely
reject valuable leases, or to prematurely assume leases
that later prove to be burdensome to the debtor and the
bankruptcy estate.
Also, by requiring the lessor to consent to any
subsequent extension (i.e., beyond the one-time 90-day
extension that the amended 11 U.S.C. § 365(d)(4)
permits), the Reform Act effectively gives the lessor of
nonresidential real estate lease a veto over the debtor’s
ability to obtain serial extensions of this deadline. This
gives the lessor leverage to force a decision on its lease
through its refusal to consent to further extensions. If the
debtor decides to assume the lease, the landlord’s claims
become elevated to a priority position, because once a
lease is assumed the debtor’s obligations thereunder
become administrative expenses of the bankruptcy estate.
See 11 U.S.C. § 503(b)(1).
Cap On Administrative Claim For Assumed
Lease Of Nonresidential Real Estate That Is
Later Rejected
Congress apparently recognized that the Reform Act’s
amendment of 11 U.S.C. § 364(d)(4) might have some
negative consequences to trade creditors (and perhaps
even other landlords whose leases are not assumed) if the
amendment causes debtors to improvidently assume
nonresidential real estate leases that later prove
burdensome to the bankruptcy estate. In an apparent
effort to ameliorate these adverse consequences, the
Reform Act amends 11 U.S.C. § 503(b)(7) to limit the
amount of a lessor’s administrative expense claim when
a nonresidential real estate lease is assumed, and later
rejected (for example, a lease assumed in Chapter 11,
then breached in the ensuing Chapter 7 liquidation). The
Bankruptcy Reform Act’s new 11 U.S.C. § 503(b)(7)
states:
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(b) after notice and a hearing, there shall be allowed
administrative expenses, other than claims
allowed under § 502(f) of this title, including—
(7) with respect to a nonresidential real property
lease previously assumed under § 365, and
subsequently rejected, a sum equal to all
monetary obligations due, excluding those
arising from or relating to a failure to operate
or a penalty provision, for the period of two
years following the later of the rejection date
or the date of actual turnover of the premises,
without reduction or setoff for any reason
whatsoever except for sums actually received
or to be received from an entity other than
the debtor, and the claim for remaining
sums due for the balance of the term of the
lease shall be a claim under § 502(b)(6).
Thus, under the new 11 U.S.C. § 503(b)(7), if a
nonresidential real estate lease is assumed and later
rejected, the lessor’s administrative expense claim is
capped at an amount up to monetary obligations due
under the lease (except for penalty provisions and
provisions relating to a failure to operate) for two years
after the later of the rejection date or the date the
premises are turned over to the lessor, excluding any
penalty for failure to operate. The portion of the landlord’s
claim that is not afforded administrative priority under
§ 503(b)(7) would be relegated to unsecured status,
subject to the cap imposed by 11 U.S.C. § 502(b)(6).3
The Reform Act’s new § 503(b)(7) is a blow to
lessors because, before the Reform Act, lessors argued
that once a lease was assumed it could not later be
rejected. The amendment to 11 U.S.C. § 503(b)(7)
eviscerates that argument because it expressly addresses
the circumstance where a previously-assumed lease of
nonresidential real estate is rejected.4
Clarification Of Protection For Shopping
Center Lessors
Historically, 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(3) has provided
shopping center lessors (and, perhaps, other tenants in
a shopping center) special protection if a shopping center
tenant files bankruptcy. The special protection constitutes
statutory recognition of the need to maintain a proper
“tenant mix” within the shopping center so as to generate
customer traffic and a healthy business environment for
other tenants within the shopping center. Consequently,
11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(2) contains a higher threshold for the
“adequate assurance of future performance” that a debtor
(or bankruptcy trustee) must satisfy in order to assume
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a shopping center lease. Under 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(3),
“adequate assurance of future performance” includes
adequate assurance: (i) of the source of rent and other
consideration due under the lease (and if the lease is
going to be assigned, that the proposed assignee has a
similar financial condition and operating performance to
that of the debtor and its guarantors at the time the lease
was entered into), (ii) that the percentage rent due under
the lease will not decline substantially, and (iii) that
assumption or assignment of the lease is subject to all of
the lease provisions including (without limitation) clauses
relating to radius, use, location, and exclusivity provisions,
and further assuring that the assumption and assignment
will not breach any such provision contained in any other
lease, financing agreements, or master agreement relating
to the shopping center, and (iv) that assumption or
assignment of the lease will not disrupt any tenant mix
or balance in the shopping center.
The Reform Act does not amend 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(b)(3). Consequently, any debtor (or trustee) who
seeks to assume a shopping center lease still needs to
satisfy the heightened threshold of “adequate assurance
of future performance.” However, in recent years, there
has been litigation involving the interplay between 11
U.S.C. § 365(b)(3) and its restrictions on assumption
and assignment of shopping center leases, and 11 U.S.C.
§ 365(f)(1), which renders the debtor’s executory contracts
and unexpired leases freely assignable, notwithstanding
any provision or law to the contrary. The tension between
11 U.S.C. § 365(f)(1) and 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(3) has
spawned litigation in recent years on the issue of whether
a use restriction in a shopping center lease will be enforced
against a debtor who proposes to assume and assign that
lease, or whether the free assignability language of 11
U.S.C. § 365(f)(1) effectively trumps a restrictive use
provision in a shopping center lease.
The Reform Act amends 11 U.S.C. § 365(f)(1) to
make it expressly subject to 11 U.S.C. § 365(b). In so
doing, Congress has made it clear that the special
protection that 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(3) affords to shopping
center lessors (and other shopping center tenants) will be
enforced. In making 11 U.S.C. § 365(f)(1) expressly
subject to 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(3), Congress is following
the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeal’s landmark decision
in In re Track Auto, 367 F.3d 237 (4th Cir. 2004), in which
the Fourth Circuit held that 11 U.S.C. § 365(b)(3) controls
over 11 U.S.C. § 365(f)(1). In short, the Reform Act
codifies the decision in Track Auto, and is very good news
for shopping center lessors who wish to enforce the
restrictive use provisions in their shopping center leases.
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that is a debtor in a case under chapter 7 of
this title, objects.

Conclusion
Although the lion’s share of the Bankruptcy Reform
Act of 2005 targets the consumer bankruptcy system, the
Reform Act also contains important amendments to the
Bankruptcy Code’s provisions relating to nonresidential
real estate. Judicial interpretation (and, perhaps, technical
amendments) will undoubtedly provide valuable insight
on the implementation of these important amendments.
Endnotes
1. In a voluntary bankruptcy case, the date of the order
for relief is the date that the bankruptcy case is filed.
In an involuntary bankruptcy case, the order for relief
is generally entered later, depending on whether the
debtor challenges the involuntary petition.
2. In re DCT, 283 B.R. 442 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 2002),
Bankruptcy Judge Steven Rhodes held that the statute
unambiguously requires that the order granting the
extension must be entered before the deadline expires.
But see, contrary holdings in In re Travel 2000, Inc.,
264 B.R. 451 (Bankr. W.D. Mich. 2001), and In re
Southwest Aircraft Services, Inc., 831 F.2d 848 (9th
Cir. 1987).
3. 11 U.S.C. § 502(b)(6) reads:
§ 502. Allowance of claims or interests
(a)

A claim or interest, proof of which is filed
under section 501 of this title, is deemed
allowed, unless a party in interest, including
a creditor of a general partner in a partnership

(b)

Except as provided in subsections (e)(2), (f),
(g), (h) and (i) of this section, if such objection
to a claim is made, the court, after notice
and a hearing, shall determine the amount
of such claim in lawful currency of the United
States as of the date of the filing of the
petition, and shall allow such claim in such
amount, except to the extent that —
. . .
(6) if such claim is the claim of a lessor for
damages resulting from the termination
of a lease of real property, such claim
exceeds – (A) the rent reserved by such
lease, without acceleration, for the
greater of one year, or 15 percent, not
to exceed three years, of the remaining
term of such lease, following the earlier
of – (i) the date of the filing of the
petition, and (ii) the date on which such
lessor repossessed, or the lessee
surrendered, the leased property; plus
(B) any unpaid rent due under such
lease, without acceleration, on the earlier
of such dates;

4. Actually, even before the Bankruptcy Reform Act of
2005, 11 U.S.C. § 365(g) contemplated that an
assumed executory contract or unexpired lease could
later be rejected.
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ARE RETROACTIVE AMENDMENTS TO CONDOMINIUM BYLAWS
ENFORCEABLE?
by Adam Zuwerink*
I. Introduction
Imagine the following scenario: Years ago, you
heard about a fantastic new condominium development
on the shores of one of Michigan’s spectacular Great
Lakes. You were still years away from retirement, but
you were convinced that the property would do nothing
but exponentially increase in value. So you closed on the
very first unit in the property, immediately leased the
unit, and began watching the value of the property
increase. But now, years later, the condominium
association has decided to amend the condominium
bylaws to no longer allow a unit to be rented for more
than three months out of the year. Your tenant has lived
in the property for years, but is suddenly being asked to
vacate the unit immediately because the association has
explicitly written the amendment to be effective
retroactively. Naturally, you wonder if the association
has the power to enforce such an amendment?
What if instead of an amendment limiting the right
to lease a unit, the association passed an amendment,
effective retroactively, banning all pets from the
condominium development? What if the developer had
installed a hot tub on your deck at your request, and the
association has now retroactively banned all hot tubs?
What if you bought a lot in a site condominium, built a
three story house, and the association now only allows
two-story houses, effective retroactively? Will you be
forced to get rid of your pet? Remove your hot tub? Tear
down the third story of your house?
The Michigan Condominium Act1 and the Michigan
courts have been silent on how the above questions
should be answered. Condominium ownership creates
unique circumstances regarding the ownership and use
of real property, as common enjoyment of the development
property is a much more pervasive issue after an owner
obtains the deed to a condominium unit than if the owner
had purchased a single-family residence on an individual
parcel. The Condominium Act is clear that new restrictions
can be placed upon an owner’s use of the land through
an amendment to the condominium documents by the
vote of at least 2/3 of the condominium development

owners.2 This article discusses whether the condominium
owners have the authority a) to apply such an amendment
retroactively even though the amendment does not use
the word “retroactive,” or b) to specifically use the word
“retroactive” in the amendment.3
Section II of this article looks at how other state
courts have dealt with retroactive condominium bylaw
amendments, specifically Florida and North Dakota.
Section III looks at the appropriateness of drawing parallels
to Michigan’s prohibition on retroactive application in
the context of restrictive deed covenants and zoning laws.
Finally, Section IV explores Ohio’s reasonableness test
when evaluating retroactive condominium bylaw
amendments.
II. Retroactive Application of Condominium
Bylaw Amendments
While the Michigan courts have yet to rule specifically
on whether restrictions placed into a condominium’s
bylaws through amendment can be applied retroactively,
both North Dakota and Florida courts have scrutinized
this issue and ruled that such amendments are not
enforceable.
In Breene v. Plaza Tower Ass’n,4 the Supreme Court
of North Dakota held that restrictions on the ability of an
owner to lease his condo could not be applied to those
owners who had purchased the condo before the restrictive
amendment was recorded. The court based its ruling on
the fact that North Dakota has a statute mandating the
recording of all declarations that place restrictions on a
condominium property. The statute states as follows:
The owner of a project shall, prior to the conveyance
of any condominiums therein, record a declaration
of restrictions relating to such project which restrictions
shall be enforceable equitable servitudes where
reasonable, and shall inure to and bind all owners of
condominiums in the project.5
The Supreme Court of North Dakota stated in Breene
that “a necessary corollary of this [statute] is that a
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restriction adopted after the purchase of a condominium
unit would not be enforceable against the purchaser
except through the purchaser’s acquiescence.”6 Because
the current owners of condominium units were not on
notice of the leasing restriction amendment when they
purchased their unit, they were not subject to the restriction.
While North Dakota does not currently have a specific
statute dealing with recording amendments to
condominium bylaws, Florida and Michigan statutory
law do have such language. The Breene court notes this
fact and implies that Florida Statute 711.08(2), which
states “an amendment of a declaration shall become
effective when recorded according to law,”7 would allow
retroactive enforcement of amendments to the declaration
of restrictions.8
However, the Florida courts disagree with the
Supreme Court of North Dakota’s assumption regarding
Florida law, and have interpreted Florida’s condominium
act to not allow for the retroactive enforcement of
amendments. In the case of Winston Towers 200 Ass’n,
Inc. v. Saverio, 9 the Florida Court of Appeals upheld the
trial court’s ruling that the condominium association’s
amendment of the bylaws to restrict the ownership of pets
was not enforceable against an owner who had purchased
his unit prior to the restriction. The owner’s dog had
given birth to a puppy, which the owner decided to keep
in violation of the amendment. However, the court
allowed the owner to keep the puppy, stating that “the
subject amendment to the by-laws was void and
unenforceable inasmuch as it was an attempt to impose
a retroactive regulation.”10
In the recent Florida Supreme Court case of Woodside
Village Condominium Ass’n, Inc. v. Jahren,11 the court
noted the condominium association’s concession that
matched the appellate court’s earlier analysis in Winston
Towers. After respondent Jahren had purchased his
condominium unit, the Woodside Village Condo
Association amended its recorded condominium
declaration to place harsher restrictions on the owners’
ability to lease their units. The court held that any lease
entered into after the amendment was recorded would be
subject to the amendment’s restriction, but stated in a
footnote that:
The petitioner conceded in the district court that the
respondents could not be forced to terminate
existing leases that were entered into in good
faith reliance on the prevailing provisions in
the Declaration at the time such leases were
executed. For example, if the respondents leased
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a unit for twelve months, the amendment barring
leases for more than nine months could not be
enforced to terminate that lease.12 [Emphasis added.]
In the above cases, the amendment at issue before
the court did not specifically use the word “retroactive.”
In addition to any policy arguments against applying
such amendments retroactively, the Michigan Court of
Appeals in a similar context to the Condominium Act has
held that the rules of statutory construction do not allow
bylaw amendments to be applied retroactively without
using that magic word “retroactive.” In the case of
Slatterly v. Madiol, 13 the court held that under Michigan’s
Summer Resort and Assembly Association Act14 bylaw
amendments cannot be implied to act retroactively. In
the court’s words:
Bylaws are generally construed in accordance with
the same rules used for statutory construction. 8
Fletcher, Cyclopedia Corporations, § 4195, p. 792.
Under these rules, “statutes are presumed to operate
prospectively unless the contrary intent is clearly
manifested.” Franks v. White Pine Copper Div., 422
Mich. 636, 671, quoting Selk v. Detroit Plastic
Products, 419 Mich. 1, 9 (Butzel, J., dissenting). In
this case, the language of the amendment contains
no manifestation of intent to effect retroactive
application.15
Therefore, it appears at a minimum that the magic
word “retroactive” must be used. Otherwise the Michigan
courts will find an amendment to be per se unenforceable.
III. Applicability of Real Estate and
Zoning Law
While the Michigan courts have not had occasion to
rule on the applicability of retroactive amendments in the
specific context of the Michigan Condominium Act, they
have ruled in analogous situations that such retroactive
restrictions are not valid.
It is well settled in Michigan that restrictive covenants
in a deed cannot be enforced retroactively, as the purchaser
of the property did not have notice of such restrictions at
the time of purchase. In Sampson v. Kaufman,16 the
Michigan Supreme Court stated that “this Court has
repeatedly held that restrictions are not retroactive,” such
restrictive covenants are strictly construed against those
claiming enforcement, and all doubts are resolved in
favor of free use of the property.17
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Additionally, when real property violates a
governmental entity’s zoning ordinance due to a change
in the zoning of the property, the owner of the property
is allowed to maintain (or is grandfathered) the property
as it existed before the zoning change in order to avoid
the imposition of hardship.18
As Judge Whiteside explains in his concurring opinion
in the Ohio Court of Appeals case Worthinglen
Condominium Unit Owner’s Ass’n v. Brown,19 “the
analogy [of retroactive condominium bylaw amendments]
to nonconforming-use principles is as about as close as
any analogy can be. A legislative body (the unit owners’
association in this instance) has previously adopted use
restrictions and now changes them to make ‘illegal’ a use
that was previously permitted.”20
IV. Reasonableness Standard
In Worthinglen, the Ohio Court of Appeals’ majority
opinion “decline[d] to apply by analogy a single, defined
body of law to the issue”21 of whether retroactive
amendments to condominium declarations22 were per se
unenforceable. After discussing the fact that condominium
owners purchase a unit with the knowledge that changes
can occur to the declaration, the court found an
amendment prohibiting owners from leasing units subject
to a reasonableness test. The Ohio Court of Appeals
instructed the trial court to consider the following fourpart test:
1) Was the decision or rule arbitrary or capricious?
2) Is the decision or rule discriminatory or even
handed?
3) Was the decision or rule made in good faith for
the common welfare of the owners and occupants
of the condominium?
4) What potential hardships accrue as a result of
the amendment?23
The first factor requires “that there be a rational
relationship of the decision or rule to the safety and
enjoyment of the condominium.”24 The second factor is
designed to protect a minority group of owners and “it
provides a safeguard against a tyranny of the majority.”25
The third factor analogizes to corporation law and places
a duty of good faith on the condominium association
board in managing the property. The Ohio Court of
Appeals specifically included the fourth factor as
recognition that retroactive amendments place an
increased burden on the individual owner. In discussing
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the hardship factor, the court stated, “the issue is not only
whether plaintiff reasonably may restrict defendant’s right
to lease her unit, but also whether plaintiff reasonably
may do so retroactively.”26
The Michigan Court of Appeals in Slatterly gave
some indication that it would be inclined to follow a
reasonableness test in evaluating retroactive amendments.
As discussed in Section II, the Slattery court found that
the bylaw amendment in question had only been applied
prospectively. But what if it had been applied retroactively?
The court stated in a footnote that: “Even if the [bylaw
amendment] had been applied retroactively, we note
that the trial court erred in finding it reasonable as a
matter of law.”27
V. Conclusion
The fact patterns from the relevant case law regarding
retroactive condominium bylaws tend to fall into three
different categories. First, a pre-existing owner violates
the amendment for the first time after the amendment
has been recorded. Second, the association applies an
amendment retroactively to force an owner to remove
the violation existing at the time the amendment was
adopted. Third, the association specifically uses the
word retroactive in the recorded amendment.28
In each of the above categories, there exists an
underlying tension between the rights of individual owners
to do what they want with their property within the
boundaries of the law, and the fact that by purchasing a
condominium, the owner has voluntarily submitted “to
give up a certain degree of freedom of choice which he
might otherwise enjoy in separate, privately owned
property.”29
The first category tends to weigh in favor of the
association’s right to regulate the development. When
owners buy units within a condominium developement,
they are imputed to know that the condominium bylaws
can be amended by a vote of 2/3 of the owners. Even
in the case of an owner who attempts to lease to a new
tenant after the amendment is made, this is not too heavy
of a burden to place upon the owner. However, the
second and third categories are much more troublesome.
Each owner who buys a unit within a condominium
development does so with the ability to read the
condominium’s recorded bylaws and determine what
restrictions are placed upon the property. To allow even
a super-majority group of owners to change the playing
field and make the new rules effective retroactively places
too heavy of a burden on the individual owner and it is
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easy to imagine that such a situation could have a
significant chill on a person’s desire to purchase a
condominium unit.
Regardless of the idea that condominium ownership
represents a unique form of real estate ownership, the
fact remains that purchasers are real property owners in
fee simple of their units. As it is well established that no
subdivision developer would be able to retroactively
place restrictions in a deed, and as it is also well established
that no governmental unit would be able to force an
owner to retroactively remove an unchanged nonconforming use from their land,30 a condominium owner’s
association should not be allowed to retroactively interfere
with the rights and restrictions of which the individual
owners had notice and relied upon at their time of
purchase.
While the Michigan courts have not specifically
addressed the application of retroactive restrictions on
real property in the context of condominiums, to find
these restrictions to be anything other than per se
unenforceable would be contrary to the established
principles of real property law in the state of Michigan.
At the very least, a reasonableness test must be adopted
to protect an individual owner’s interest from being
trampled by an association of owners who approve a
retroactive amendment aimed at a single owner.
Instead of passing retroactive amendments, there are
safeguards available to the association already built into
the law (such as nuisance) to balance the rights of
neighboring owners. If the Michigan courts were to find
such amendments to be enforceable, condominium
owners would be forced to deal with overzealous
condominium associations having free reign to change
the rules in the middle of the game whenever they desire.
ENDNOTES
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PLAT REFORM – A FIRST STEP
by David Pierson*

Effective July 1, 2004, the plat reform bill (passed as
2004 PA 5251) should speed the approval of subdivision
plats in Michigan. Most practitioners with experience
with subdivision plats understand “speed” in this context
to be a relative term. Developers and property owners
have long complained of the length of time, the uncertainty,
and the expense of plat review. Primarily for those
reasons, as well as added flexibility in making changes,
site condominiums have virtually replaced subdivision
plats for single-family housing development in many
areas of the state. To the consumer, a site condominium
with public roads may be indistinguishable from a platted
lot. Some property owners and developers, however,
prefer to use the forms they first learned; or they believe
that home buyers resist condominiums, which they still
associate with a lesser form of home ownership – probably
arising from the early use of condominiums to divide
ownership within a building to sell apartments or other
attached housing.
The plat reform legislation follows two of the
recommendations of the Michigan Land Use Leadership
Council, appointed by Governor Jennifer Granholm, in
its final report of August 15, 2003, to “shorten the plat
review and approval time,” and to submit plats for
simultaneous review by all authorities, instead of the
current sequential review process.2
The primary reforms of the amendments are just
those: to require review of a preliminary plat and the
final plat simultaneously rather than sequentially, reducing
the overall plat review by as much as six to eight months.
A new provision also allows a proprietor to submit a
concept plan for a pre-application review meeting with
representatives of the reviewing authorities. The 30-day
pre-application process does not add to the review time,
but rather counts against the municipality’s time for
tentative preliminary plat approval.
The Plat Review Process – Before the Reform
Legislation
Under the Land Division Act, plat review is a three

stage process.3 The first stage is tentative approval of a
preliminary plat submitted to the municipality.4 The
statute gives the governing body 90 days from the date
of filing to tentatively approve or set forth in writing its
reasons for rejection and requirements for tentative
approval.5 (The Municipal Planning Act and the Township
Planning Act also require review of plats by planning
commissions. 6 That review invariably precedes
consideration by the governing body under the Land
Division Act.) At the second stage of preliminary plat
approval, the proprietor submits copies of the preliminary
plat to the county road commission, county drain
commissioner, 7 Department of Transportation,
Department of Natural Resources if the land abuts a lake
or stream, Department of Environmental Quality, local
health department, county plat board, and public utilities.8
The proprietor then submits a list of all approving
authorities and approved copies to the clerk of the
governing body of the municipality, which then has 20
days to approve or reject the preliminary plat.9 This final
approval of the preliminary plat confers upon the proprietor
for two years the “conditional right that the general terms
and conditions under which the preliminary plat approval
was granted will not be changed.”10
The third stage of plat approval is the final plat, a
survey drawing with a description of the land, and a map
of the subdivision showing improvements, lots, outlines,
and floodplains.11 Five “true plats” created by the surveyor
are submitted first to the drain commissioner, who has
10 days to review and approve them, then to the county
road commission for approval within 15 days, then to the
municipal governing body for approval at its next regular
meeting or within 20 days, then to the county plat board
for approval within 15 days, then to the Department of
Labor & Economic Growth (formerly the State Treasurer)
for forwarding within 15 days to the State Department of
Transportation with 10 days to approve and return it,
then back to the Department of Labor & Economic
Growth for final approval within 15 days, then to the
county Register of Deeds for recording.12 Only upon
recording of the final plat may the proprietor sell lots;13
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an agreement to sell before recording of the final plat is
a misdemeanor, and any sale of land in violation of the
Act is voidable at the option of the purchaser.14
Ordinarily, the proprietor or developer completes
the improvements required for the subdivision between
stages two and three, after approval of the preliminary
plat. Approval of the final plat for recording requires
either completion of all required improvements or an
agreement and security to ensure their completion.15
The structure of the Act makes it difficult to follow the
approval process. The sections setting out the approving
authorities appear in one series of sections; the actual
approval requirements fall into a different series. For
example, sections 131-141 describe what must be shown
on the final plat itself. Sections 142-151 describe the
certificates of each approving authority that must appear
on the plat. Sections 161-173 then describe the submission
of the final plat to each approving authority and the
number of days for review and approval by each. Sections
181-198 supply the substantive review criteria that each
of the separate authorities may apply in reviewing and
approving the final plat. Knowledge of what must go on
to a preliminary plat must often be inferred from the
requirements for final plat approval.
The Improved Plat Review Process
One of the primary reforms introduced by the
amendments in 2004 PA 525 might not appear necessary:
the simultaneous review of the preliminary plat by all of
the approving authorities. In fact, sections 111-119 (for
review and approval of the preliminary plat by the local
governing body, road commission, drain commissioner,
MDOT, MDNR, MDEQ, local health department, and
county plat board) simply require submitting copies of
the preliminary plat for review and approval by each
within 30 days.16 In contrast, the final plat must be
submitted in turn to each of the approving authorities to
certify their approval on all copies of the plat and return
it to the proprietor for submission to the next approving
authority.17 In practice, however, in almost all counties,
the preliminary plat must also be submitted in sequence,
and one authority will not review it until the preceding
authority has reviewed and approved the preliminary
plat.
To ensure the simultaneous review of the preliminary
plat by the various approving authorities, new section
112a stipulates that, after tentative approval of the
preliminary plat by the governing body of the municipality,
the proprietor submits copies to each reviewing agency
“for their simultaneous review and action within the 30-
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day time period prescribed in sections 113-118.”18 Each
authority then notifies the proprietor and the other
approving authorities of its action on the preliminary plat.
Following approval by all of the other reviewing authorities,
the proprietor must still bring the preliminary plat back
to the governing body of the municipality for approval
within 20 days, if the proprietor has met all the conditions
laid down by the municipality for approval of the
preliminary plat.19
To allow the simultaneous review and approval of
the final plat, the proprietor now submits the four true
copies of the final plat already required and submits one
each to the drain commissioner, county road commission,
municipality, and Transportation Department at the same
time for their “simultaneous review and action.”20 The
time for review by each authority does not change and
varies from 10 to 20 days. The longest is the 20 days
given the municipality for review. (Depending upon its
meeting time, the municipal governing body can assure
that all other approving authorities have first acted to
approve the final plat.) Upon notice of each approval, the
proprietor obtains the certificate on the final plat of each
of the reviewing authorities, in any order now, forwards
the final plat to the county plat board for review and
approval within 15 days,21 and finally forwards the plat
to the Department of Labor and Economic Growth for
approval within 15 days.22
The second major reform of the Act is a pre-application
review, following an existing practice in some counties
and municipalities. New subsection 112(3)23 allows the
proprietor to request a pre-application review meeting by
submitting a written request to the chairperson of the
county plat board and copies of a concept plan for the
preliminary plat to the municipality and to each reviewing
officer or agency. A pre-application review meeting must
then take place within 30 days, attended by the proprietor
and representatives of each officer or agency with the
exception of the state agencies. If a pre-application
review is held, the municipal time for preliminary plat
review is reduced from 90 to 60 days.24 From the
municipal side, the pre-application review may save staff,
planning commission, and township board or city council
time in reviewing plans that must be revised and
resubmitted. From the proprietor’s side, the meeting
promotes coordination among the reviewing authorities
and a chance to reconcile conflicting requirements, or at
least to make agencies aware of other points of view. In
a typical situation, a municipal planning staff may be put
in the position of informing the planning commission that
it believes that the road commission will require the
extension or connection of certain streets despite the
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preferences of the neighbors and the planning commission.
Following the pre-application review, the staff can tell the
planning commission with certainty what the road
commission will require, heading off conflicting conditions.
The “concept plan” that the proprietor may submit
for pre-application review is undefined. The level of
detail will necessarily limit the level of review that the
agencies can offer. That flexibility is intentional. Without
having to incur the costs of full engineering work, the
proprietor might submit alternative concept plans that
meet municipal and other agency requirements in a
conventional fashion and show an alternative plan that
may require some flexibility in the regulatory review but
offer a better design.
One other change in language should be noted. In
the provisions for agency review of a preliminary plat, the
statute had provided that each authority must approve
or inform the proprietor of “the reasons for rejection and
requirements for approval.”25 Instead of rejecting the
preliminary plat and providing the requirements for
approval, the amendment recognizes the common practice
of issuing an approval subject to conditions.26 For example,
a county drain commissioner may not require full
engineering for the preliminary plat approval, but might
approve the preliminary plat subject to the condition that
the drains for the subdivision be designed and built to
conform to the drain commissioner’s regulations for final
approval. The discussions in the legislative work group
and committee did not suggest that the provision for
approval subject to conditions was intended to grant
additional authority to require additional substantive
conditions apart from the general authority under section
105 of the Act with respect to the permitted regulation of
subdivision plats.27
The Limits of Reform
If the primary objections to plats, as compared to
condominiums, are time, uncertainty, expense, and
flexibility in making changes, the amendments make a
substantial difference in the first objection and provide
some answer to the second and third.
Assuming a straight, consecutive preliminary plat
review, the amendments would cut at least four months
off the review time. Another two months may be gained
in final plat review. Taking into account the time between
review by each authority, the time savings may be a
month greater. Like the current statute, however, the
amendments do not provide any specific remedy or
penalty in the event of failure on the part of any reviewing
authority to meet its deadline.
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The uncertainty in plat review arises primarily from
the vagaries of municipal review at the planning
commission and the city council or township board,
where the plat faces the objections of neighbors to the
proposed development, as well as the ideas of the planning
commissioners and board members on how development
should look. These amendments do not address those
trials. They do not change or eliminate any municipal
review under the Land Division Act or the independent
authority under the Municipal Planning Act and the
Township Planning Act for review of preliminary plats by
planning commissions.28 Uncertainty and expense might
be reduced through the pre-application review of a concept
plan Before incurring the expense of plans meeting all
of the engineering and survey requirements of a
preliminary plat, the proprietor can learn what the
municipality and other reviewing authorities want and
can benefit from the coordination of requirements between
those authorities at a pre-application review meeting.
Nothing in the statute prevents the proprietor from
submitting alternative or successive concept plans before
submitting a full preliminary plat.
Once a preliminary plat is approved, the Act allows
little flexibility for change. The amendments do not
change the procedure for replats, a process that in almost
all circumstances requires the approval of all lot owners
in a subdivision.29 From 1969 until 1997, this provision
was understood to mean that the owners of the lots to be
re-platted, and only those owners, need to agree to the
re-plat. In 1997, the Court of Appeals held that a replat
of one lot — at least one that removes a lot from the
subdivision and makes it part of another — is a replat of
the entire subdivision, as it will affect the boundaries of
the entire subdivision. In short, “all owners of lots which
are to be part of the replat,” at least in that case, means
all of the owners of all of the lots in the subdivision.30
Unless the owner of the lot or lots to be re-platted owns
all or almost all of the rest of the subdivision, replatting
is no longer a practical alternative.
During the 30 years that the first interpretation
prevailed, any number of plats were created with that
rule in mind; various issues such as access or redesign of
unsold lots could be dealt with readily by a replat of lots
or outlots held by the proprietor. Without the ability to
replat, the owner of lot that could have been replatted
must sue to vacate that portion of the plat, a timeconsuming and expensive process that requires naming
as a defendant all lot owners (as well as anyone with an
interest in property within 300 feet of the lot or lots), and
all agencies and officials who review and approve plats.31
For example, many municipalities required that future
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street connections to adjoining, vacant land be designated
as outlots. Replatting those outlots for uses as streets is
no longer available as a practical matter.

10. MCL 560.120(1).

In sum, the 2004 plat reform should dramatically
reduce plat approval times, although they still may not
rival condominiums in that respect. The pre-application
review can serve to reduce expense and uncertainty and
improve the flexible use of design alternatives. Once a
preliminary plat is approved, however, it is still almost
entirely inflexible without starting the process again.

12. MCL 560.162-173.

11. MCL 560.131 - 560.141.

13. MCL 560.264.
14. MCL 560.267.
15. MCL 560.182; 560.183; 560.184; 560.186; 560.188;
560.192.

Endnotes

16. MCL 560.111-560.119.

1. Senate Bill 1416; Senator Patricia L. Birkholz,
principal sponsor.

17. MCL 560.162-560.173.

2. “Michigan’s Land, Michigan’s Future: Final Report
of the Michigan Land Use Leadership Council,” pp
49, 50.

19. MCL 560.120(2)(a).

3. Following the amendments of 1996 PA 591 and
1997 PA 78, “exempt split,” the splitting of land that
does not create any parcels of less than 40 acres, is
not subject to review, only minimal statutory
requirements. MCL 560.102(e); 560.103(1). A
“division,” splitting of a parcel to create one or more
parcels less than 40 acres but fewer than the formula
in section 108 of the Act, need only meet the simplified
municipal approval process set out in section 109 of
the Act. MCL 560.102(d); 560.108; 560.109. A
“subdivision” results in one or more parcels of less
than 40 acres, exceeding the limited number allowed
under section 108. 560.102(f).
4. MCL 560.112.

18. MCL 560.112a.

20. MCL 560.161(2).
21. MCL 560.168(2).
22. MCL 560.171.
23. MCL 560.112(3).
24. MCL 560.112(3). The “invitation” to state agencies
recognizes the practical likelihood that they will not
have a representative at most pre-application reviews..
25. MCL 560.113(3).
26. MCL 560.112a, 560.114, 560.115, 560.117,
560.118, 560.119.

5. MCL 560.112(2).

27. MCL 560.105. See, e.g., Eyde v Meridian Twp, 149
Mich App 802; 386 NW2d 687 (1986).

6. Municipal Planning Act, MCL125.43, Township
Planning Act, MCL 125.332.

28. Municipal Planning Act, MCL125.43, Township
Planning Act, MCL 125.332.

7. If there is no drain commissioner with jurisdiction,
review of drainage is by the governing body of the
municipality.

29. A replat is defined as “the process of changing . . .
the boundaries of a recorded subdivision plat or part
thereof.” MCL 560.102(u).

8. MCL 560.113-560.119. The county plat board means
the register of deeds, county clerk, and county
treasurer. MCL 560.102(k).

30. Brookshire-Big Tree Association v Oneida Twp, 225
Mich App 196; 570 NW2d 294 (1997).

9. MCL 560.120.

31. MCL 560.224a.
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LEGISLATION AFFECTING REAL PROPERTY
by Patrick Karbowski and Vanessa Lozzi

The Section has been active in the legislative process
in a variety of ways, including appearing before Senate
and House committees, lobbying for and against bills or
monitoring bills of interest, and through the Section’s
special committees, which provide the Section with
expertise and comment on proposed legislation. No new
legislation has been enacted during the applicable time
period, although several bills have been introduced since
the last issue of the Review.

HB 4732 Revised Judicature Act of 1961 - Allows
property managers and other nonlawyers to represent
businesses in certain eviction proceedings. Amends 1961
PA 236 (MCL 600.101 - 600.9947) by adding sec. 5707.

Pending Legislation

HB 4839 Construction Lien Act - Provides for various
provisions regarding construction liens on residential
property, including fees for membership in the homeowner
construction lien recovery fund. Amends title & secs.
104, 106, 107, 114, 201, 202, 203 & 204 of 1980 PA
497 (MCL 570.1104 et seq.) & adds sec. 114a. See, SB
459.

The following bills have been introduced recently
and have been referred to the Section’s Special
Committees for comment:
SB 459 Construction Lien Act - Revises various
provisions regarding construction liens on residential
property, including fees for membership in the homeowner
construction lien recovery fund. Amends title & secs.
104, 106, 107, 114, 201, 202, 203 & 204 of 1980 PA
497 (MCL 570.1104 et seq.) & adds sec. 114a.
SB 501 Property Tax - Revises the delinquent property
tax collection process. Repeals enacting section 5 of 1999
PA 123 & repeals secs. 74, 75, 76, 77, 83, 84, 85, 86,
96, 97, 98, 98a, 98b, 99, 101, 102, 103, 127b, 131,
131a, 131b, 131c, 131d, 131e, 138, 140a, 141, 142,
142a, 143, 144, 156 & 157 of 1893 PA 206 (MCL
211.74 et seq.).
HB 4398 City and Village Zoning Act - A bill to
regulate the development and use of land (primarily by
consolidation of all of the existing zoning enabling acts);
to provide for the establishment in counties, townships,
cities, and villages of zoning districts; to provide for the
adoption of zoning ordinances; to provide for the
assessment, levy, and collection of taxes and fees; to
authorize the issuance of bonds and notes; to provide for
special assessments; to prescribe penalties and provide
remedies; and to repeal acts and parts of acts. Creates
new act & repeals 1921 PA 207 (MCL 125.581 - 125.600),
1943 PA 183 (MCL 125.201 - 125.240) & 1943 PA 184
(MCL 125.271 - 125.310).

HB 4802 Michigan Vehicle Code - Allows the
association of co-owners to establish the speed limit in
condominium developments under certain circumstances.
Amends sec. 627 of 1949 PA 300 (MCL 257.627).

HB 5060 Property, Eminent Domain - Prohibits use
of eminent domain by state or local government to take
private property for the primary benefit of a private
entity. An act to provide for the acquisition by purchase,
condemnation and otherwise by state agencies and public
corporations of private property for the use or benefit of
the public, and to define the terms “public corporations,”
“state agencies” and “private property” as used herein,”
by amending section 3 (MCL 213.23).
Please note that in the last issue of the Review it was
erroneously reported that Public Act 447 of 2004 (MCL
565.44) required that discharges of mortgages be recorded
within seven days of being paid off. The report should
have read that the new act requires discharges to be
recorded with in seventy-five days of the pay-off during
the first two years of the act’s existence, and thereafter
within sixty days of the pay-off. Thank you to our
attentive Section members who pointed this out.
As a member of the Real Property Law Section, you
can have a voice in commenting on proposed legislation
that impacts real property law issues. Each of the Special
Committees of this Section covers a substantive area of
real estate law. Membership in a Special Committee
offers the opportunity to network with your fellow
practitioners and learn about your areas of practice.
Special Committee chairs are encouraged to actively
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seek member input on proposed legislation. Your active
involvement and participation as a committee member
is highly recommended and most welcome.

Patrick A. Karbowski, 100 Bloomfield Hills Parkway,
Suite 200, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48304, or by email to karbowsk@butzel.com.

In addition, even if you are not a member of a
Special Committee, your comments on any proposed
legislation affecting real property are encouraged and
welcome. Written comments should be forwarded to

Current information can be obtained about pending
legislation through the web site of the Michigan Legislature
at: www.michiganlegislature.org..
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CASE COMMENTS
by Patrick A. Karbowski, Vanessa Lozzi

Editors Note:
The editors would like to acknowledge and thank the
Section’s Special Committee Coordinators, Chairs and
members who contributed to the Case Comments for this
and previous issues. The Special Committees are the lifeblood of the Section. If you are not involved in one,
please look into it – the Section needs your input and
expertise. The courts made up for a dearth of published
opinions in our last issue of the Review by issuing several
published opinions during the publication period for this
issue (which meant that our Special Committees put in
a special effort to keep you up to date). Our thanks go
out to all of the authors for their effort and insight. Two
cases that have generated much interest will be discussed
at length in articles in the next issue of the Review: the
United States Supreme Court decision in Kelo v City of
New London, _____ US ____; 2005 US LEXIS 5011
(2005), and the Michigan Supreme Court’s opinion in
Glass v Goeckel, _____ Mich _____; 2005 Mich LEXIS
1314 (which was issued just as these Case Comments
were being prepared for publication).
Lien Priority – Failure to Check Variations of
Debtor’s Name (or Failure to Take a Hint)
In re Spearing Tool and Manufacturing Co. Inc,
412 F.3d 653 (6th Cir 2005); 2005 U.S. App.
LEXIS 11808
In this case, Spearing Tool and Manufacturing Co.
and Crestmark, a financial corporation, entered into a
lending agreement that granted Crestmark a security
interest in all of Spearing’s assets. Crestmark perfected
its security interest by filing a financing statement under
the UCC. Several years later, Spearing entered into
another secured financing arrangement with Crestmark
and again filed UCC financing statements. Both the UCC
financing statements filed by Crestmark used Spearing’s
precise name registered with the Michigan Secretary of
State, which was Spearing Tool and Manufacturing
Company.
After Crestmark filed its UCC financing statements,
the IRS, using Form 668, filed two notices of federal tax
lien with the Michigan Secretary of State on Spearing’s

property. Each of the IRS’s liens identified Spearing as
SPEARING TOOL & MFG. COMPANY INC., which
varied from Spearing’s precise Michigan registered name.
Crestmark subsequently submitted lien search requests
to the Michigan Secretary of State, using Spearing’s exact
registered name. The IRS liens were not disclosed in
Crestmark’s subsequent searches because Crestmark only
searched under Spearing’s precise name. In one of these
subsequent searches, however, the search results came
back from the Secretary of State with the following
handwritten notation: “You may wish to search using
Spearing Tool & Mfg. Company Inc.” Crestmark never
submitted a search request under the alternative name
suggested by the Secretary of State. Unaware of the tax
liens, Crestmark advanced more funds to Spearing. Soon
thereafter, Spearing filed a Chapter 11 bankruptcy petition.
After the bankruptcy filing, Crestmark filed a complaint
to determine lien priority in the bankruptcy proceeding.
The bankruptcy court, pursuant to Crestmark’s Motion
for Summary Judgment, held that the government’s lien
had priority. The district court reversed the bankruptcy
court’s decision. However, the Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals reversed the district court’s decision and affirmed
the bankruptcy court’s decision on appeal.
The Sixth Circuit held that the government’s liens
had priority because the federal law, which provides that
Form 668 is valid notwithstanding any other provisions
of law regarding the form or context of a notice lien,
controlled whether the IRS’s lien notice was sufficient,
not state law. In short, the Sixth Circuit held that Form
668 was sufficient even if it did not conform with state
law. The Sixth Circuit further supported its decision by
holding that the IRS tax lien did not need to perfectly
identify the taxpayer, that a diligent search by Crestmark
would have disclosed the tax liens, and that the federal
government’s interest in prompt effective tax collection
trumped a bank’s convenience in loan collection.
Although it is not expressed in the opinion, one
cannot help but wonder if the Sixth Circuit may have
come to a different conclusion if the Secretary of State
had not made the notation on the search results. The
unhappy moral of the story is to always consider searching
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possible alternative names/spellings, but never fail to do
so when there is any notice or suggestion of filings under
alternative names/spellings.
Heather Brady Pitcher
First in Time Determines Priority of Multiple
Purchase Money Mortgages in the Chain of
Title
Qassis v. Republic Bank (In re Luna Pier Land
Development, LLC), 44 Bankr. Ct. Dec. 218
(2005 Bankr. Lexis 949)
In Qassis v. Republic Bank (In re Luna Pier Land
Development, LLC), 44 Bankr. Ct. Dec. 218 (2005
Bankr. Lexis 949), the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan, on remand from the District
Court, found that two valid purchase money mortgages
existed simultaneously for the same piece of real property
and held that an earlier purchase money mortgage has
priority over a later purchase money mortgage. The
plaintiffs lent money to an individual to purchase a piece
of real property and received a purchase money mortgage
in March, 1997. Luna Pier Land Development purchased
the property from the individual in December, 1998,
borrowing the money to do so from the defendant and
granting the defendant a purchase money mortgage.
The defendant was unaware of the existence of the
plaintiff’s mortgage, which was not paid off at the time
of Luna Pier’s purchase, as it was not recorded until
January 29, 1999, due to attorney error. The defendant
recorded its mortgage on February 19, 1999. Luna Pier
subsequently defaulted on its mortgage with the defendant
and did not contest an involuntary Chapter 7 bankruptcy
petition. The plaintiffs filed an adversary proceeding in
Bankruptcy Court to determine the priority of the
mortgages attached to the property. Both parties then
filed cross-motions for Summary Judgment. The
Bankruptcy Court granted plaintiffs’ motion and the
defendant appealed to the District Court. The District
Court reversed the Bankruptcy Court regarding the validity
of the plaintiffs’ mortgage with regard to a second note,
holding that it was valid only for the first note, and
remanded for consideration of the defendant’s affirmative
defenses, i.e., later purchase money mortgages should
have priority over earlier purchase money mortgages
and, in the alternative, the defendant should prevail
through the equitable doctrines of estoppel and laches,
due to the plaintiffs’ delay in filing; the Bankruptcy Court
rejected all of the defendant’s arguments. The Bankruptcy
Court determined that both the plaintiffs and the defendant
held valid purchase money mortgages and that when two
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such mortgages exist, first in time determines priority. (As
the plaintiffs’ mortgage was recorded first, the Bankruptcy
Court did not have to deal with the “race-notice” issue.
The District Court, in dicta, indicated that had the
defendant’s mortgage been recorded first, it would have
had priority under the “race-notice” doctrine. See Qassis
v. Republic Bank (In re Luna Pier Land Development,
LLC), No. 03-CV-70830-DT (E.D. Mich. Feb. 12, 2004).)
The Bankruptcy Court also determined that equitable
relief was not available to the defendant, as the defendant
was also guilty of delayed filing. The plaintiffs filed a
Notice of Appeal to the U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals on June 24, 2005, presumably regarding the
exclusion of the second note from the reach of their
mortgage.
Melanie Sonnenborn and Wilfred A. Steiner, Jr.
Deed for Railroad Right of Way Conveyed an
Easement that was Subsequently Abandoned
Michigan Dep’t of Natural Res v Carmody-Lahti
Real Estate, Inc., 472 Mich. 359; 2005 Mich.
LEXIS 619 (2005)
This case involved a nineteenth century deed relating
to property in Houghton County Michigan in which a
“right of way for the railroad” was conveyed. In 1982,
the Soo Line, which then owned the right of way sought
and received permission from the Interstate Commerce
Commission (“ICC”) to abandon the railway. A few
years later after much, but not all, of the railroad tracks
had been removed (although all of the tracks had been
removed from the portion of the right of way at issue in
this case) the Soo Line conveyed the right of way to the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources (“MDNR”).
The MDNR used the right of way as a snowmobile and
recreational trail until the defendant placed a fence upon
the right of way blocking its use.
The defendant contended that the deed conveyed
not an easement, but a fee simple estate in the land. Both
the majority and the dissent agreed that the intention of
the parties as determined by principles of construction
indicated that the parties did not intend to convey the fee,
but intended to convey only an easement.
The majority and the dissent then engaged in an
interesting discussion of whether the nature of the use of
an easement may change over time, as opposed to a
mere change in the manner, frequency and intensity of
the use. The dissent argued that the use of an easement
may change over time, analogizing to a use of a road by
horse and buggy centuries ago to use of the same road
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by an automobile today. Thus, the dissent contended
that changing the use from one limited to railroad use to
a recreational use was an acceptable change. The majority
held that while the manner, frequency and intensity of
the use may change, the purpose (i.e., railroad versus
recreation) may not change. While the attraction of
converting old railway easements into public recreational
trails is clear to this writer, the resulting lack of certainty
in easement law that might result from a holding that the
purpose of an easement might “change with the times”
would be undesirable in this writer’s opinion.
The majority and dissent also disagreed on the issue
of abandonment of the right of way. The majority held
that the Soo Line showed its intention to abandon the
right of way when it sought the ICC’s permission for
abandonment and, in the time between the request for
permission and the conveyance to the MDNR, acted
upon the intent to abandon. Thus, the majority held that
there was no easement to convey to the MDNR in the
deed from the Soo Line to MDNR. Therefore, the
majority held, the defendant had an unencumbered fee
simple interest in the right-of-way and was free to fence
off the former railway from use by the public. Conversely,
the dissent would have held that jurisdiction of the matter
fell to the ICC.
Patrick A. Karbowski
Absent Ambiguity, Scope of Easement Limited
by Express Terms of Conveyance
Blackhawk Development Corp v Village of
Dexter, ____ Mich ____; 2005 Mich. LEXIS
1108 (2005)
This case concerned the question of whether a public
entity that received a limited purpose easement over
private property could grant a private developer the right
to construct improvements on the unused portion of the
easement area. According to the court, the village of
Dexter “improperly authorized the use of its easement for
purposes that were unrelated to” the scope of the
easement.
The village of Dexter originally sought to condemn
certain property in order to relocate an adjacent public
road, but ultimately agreed, pursuant to a settlement
agreement with plaintiff’s predecessor-in-interest, to accept
an easement for such purpose. The settlement agreement
contemplated that an easement would be granted “for
public roadway purposes.” The actual easement
agreement, however, granted a more limited “easement
for the purposes of relocating, establishing, opening and

improving” the public road. After the village relocated
the road – using only a portion of the easement area –
a private developer sought approval to develop his property
by utilizing the unused portion of the easement, which
was located between his property and the road. Having
unsuccessfully attempted to purchase the plaintiff’s
property, the developer proposed to develop the easement
area with improvements that would be “dedicated” to the
village for public use, thus presumably satisfying the
requirements of the easement grant. The village authorized
the developer’s proposal to construct two access roads,
landscaping, trees, pond grading, sidewalks, light poles
and sewer and water lines on the property. When
plaintiff learned of the proposal, it sued for injunctive
relief, declaratory judgment and trespass.
Although the developer and zoning officer of the
village each testified that the development could have
proceeded without the proposed improvements, the
defendants argued that the improvements were within
the scope of the easement because they promoted public
safety and welfare, the utilities were within the permissible
use of a public road easement, and the use of the
property would serve primarily public purposes. Both
the trial and appellate courts ruled that the developments
would benefit the public and were therefore within the
scope of the easement, the trial court finding language in
both the settlement agreement and the easement grant
to be ambiguous and the court of appeals finding no such
ambiguity. The Michigan Supreme Court agreed with
the court of appeals that the language was not ambiguous,
but nonetheless determined that the improvements were
not within the limited scope of the easement.
Since the dispute centered on the issue of whether
the improvements fell within the scope of the easement,
the defendants attempted to construe the easement broadly
by incorporating the more general “public roadway
purposes” terms of the settlement agreement. The
defendants argued that incorporation of the settlement
agreement was required because the term “improving”
in the easement grant was ambiguous in the context of
the present dispute. The court, however, failed to find
an ambiguity within the four corners of the easement
grant, noting that the proposed developments would no
doubt be considered “improvements” in the general
sense of the word. The more relevant question, according
to the court, was whether such improvements would
“improve” the public road. In other words, only
developments that would improve the road itself would
fall within the scope of the easement; any other use of
the easement would not be necessary for the village’s
effective use of the easement and would therefore be an
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alteration of the easement without the plaintiff’s consent.
The sole dissent, in a conclusion the majority referred
to in a footnote as “odd” and “devoid of record support,”
would have found in favor of the defendants because
“the proposed improvements open [the road] and improve
it, and they do not increase the burden on the servient
estate.” According to the dissent, the surrounding
circumstances – which, as the dissent itself acknowledged,
could only be considered if a specific use was not
enumerated in the easement conveyance – indicated that
both parties to the easement “intended to create an
easement that inherently encompassed broader uses than
those” in a prior case, Unverzagt v Miller, 306 Mich 260
(1943), in which the court prohibited general public use
of a private easement. Specifically, the dissent noted that
the plaintiff’s predecessor-in-interest had granted the
village “an easement over the whole parcel rather than
merely over the new roadbed.” This purportedly showed
that the parties originally intended that the remaining
parcel could be developed for ancillary purposes generally
related to the road (e.g., access roads, sidewalks, etc.).
Because she believed the proposed improvements could
have improved the public road, the dissent would have
placed the burden on the plaintiffs to show the proposed
improvements exceeded the scope of the easement.
The dissent also claimed that the majority erroneously
relied on the subjective motivation for the development
(i.e., that the easement was to be used to assist a private
developer). A separate concurrence was penned by one
justice for the sole purpose of refuting the dissent’s
assertion that the majority used anything other than an
objective analysis in determining whether the development
was within the scope of the easement.
Thomas A. Kabel
Cobblestone No. 2 in the “Public Use” Road
City of Novi v Robert Adell Children’s Funded
Trust, __ Mich __; 2005 Mich. LEXIS 1136
(2005)
In overruling the standard for determining whether
an exercise of eminent domain complies with the
constitution’s “public use” limitation set forth in Poletown
Neighborhood Council v. City of Detroit, 410 Mich 616
(1981), the Michigan Supreme Court explained in Wayne
County v. Hathcock, 471 Mich 445, 471 (2004), that it
did not need to “cobble together” a comprehensive
definition of public use. Rather, Hathcock held only that
a taking that results in the taken land being transferred
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to a private entity must satisfy one of three requirements
explained in Justice Ryan’s Poletown dissent.
But in City of Novi v. Robert Adell Children’s Funded
Trust, __ Mich __ ; 2005 Mich. LEXIS 1136 (2005), the
Supreme Court cobbled together a road, clarifying the
circumstances when taking private property for a road
complies with the public use limitation. In Adell, the City
of Novi proposed to take a portion of the Trust’s property
for a road project. The Trust’s property was near the
intersection of Novi Road and Grand River Avenue, and
the city proposed to build a “ring road” around that
intersection. Also, the city proposed to build an “industrial
spur” to the ring road to primarily service an industrial
facility, then known as Wisne. The Trust’s property was
adjacent to Wisne. Both the ring road and the spur were
planned to cross the Trust’s property. The Trust had no
objection to the ring road, but challenged the city’s right
to take its property for the spur, a “road” that amounted
to a driveway for Wisne.
Because the Trust opposed the plan, in 1998 the city
filed a condemnation action to take a portion of the
Trust’s property. After a three-day hearing, the circuit
court applied the Poletown standard, deciding that the
taking predominantly benefited Wisne, and that the city
had committed “fraud, error of law, and/or an abuse of
discretion” in taking the Trust’s property. The city
appealed, but the Court of Appeals affirmed. 253 Mich
App 330 (2002). That court explained that public use
and necessity involve separate inquiries, and that the city
had the burden of proving public use. The court concluded
that the city had not carried that burden, so the taking
failed the Poletown public use requirement. As a check
on that analysis, the court also applied the three-part test
from Justice Ryan’s Poletown dissent, concluding that
the taking failed that standard as well. Finally, the court
held that the proposed taking also failed the necessity
standards, making it wholly invalid.
The city further appealed to the Supreme Court, and
that court initially held this case in abeyance until it had
decided Hathcock. After overruling the Poletown
interpretation of the public use limitation in Hathcock,
the Court granted the city’s application for leave to
appeal.
In a split decision, the Supreme Court held that the
city’s proposed taking satisfied both the public use and
necessity requirements. The majority opinion explained
that the public use standard from Hathcock did not apply
because the city did not propose to take the Trust’s
property and transfer title to it to some other private
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owner. Further, it declined the city’s invitation to hold
that a road is always a public use, instead drawing on
historic precedent explaining “the difference between
public and private use in the context of roads.” Specifically,
the majority relied on Rogren v. Corwin, 181 Mich 53,
58 (1914), which had held that whether a taking for a
road satisfies the public use requirement “depends largely
upon” a few factors: (1) whether the road is established
by a public authority; (2) whether the damages for the
condemnation of the land are paid by the public; (3)
whether the road is controlled and managed by public
officers, and (4) whether the road is publicly maintained.
Because the city initiated the industrial spur road project,
would retain ownership, control, and maintenance
responsibility over the spur, and the spur would be open
to the public, regardless of whether Wisne would be its
primary user, the majority held that the spur was a public
road, so the city’s taking for that road complied with the
constitution’s public use limitation.
The majority’s analysis of the Rogren payment
element is more nuanced. Wisne had agreed to contribute
several hundred thousand dollars to the industrial spur,
but the majority stated that the contribution in this case
was not dispositive. This analysis seems to indicate that
courts should analyze the Rogren factors using a
“qualitative, not quantitative” approach.
While the industrial spur complied with the public
use limitation, it also had to be necessary. Under MCL
213.56, a condemning agency’s declaration that a taking
is necessary is valid, absent fraud, error of law, or abuse
of discretion. The Supreme Court analyzed necessity
separate from public use, agreeing with the Court of
Appeals that the two requirements are distinct. But it
held that the Trust had not carried its burden of invalidating
the city’s declaration of necessity. The court concluded
that the city had not committed the elements of fraud, or
made an error of law, leaving only abuse of discretion to
invalidate the taking. The city’s decision to build the
industrial spur on the Trusts’s land was not an abuse of
discretion, however, because that decision fell within the
“principled range of outcomes.” The Trust had argued
that the city never considered alternatives, rushing to
take its land to accommodate Wisne. That was insignificant
to the court, which emphasized that as long as the end
result was reasonable, the process used to reach that
result is immaterial. Therefore, the court concluded that
the city’s declaration of necessity, and therefore the
taking, was valid.
Finally, in response to Justice Cavanagh’s partial
dissent, the majority explained that it could not conclude
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on the record before it that the city had abandoned the
road project and that the entire case was moot. Justice
Cavanagh disputed the court’s authority to consider the
case based on the city’s indications at oral argument that
the road project had been abandoned. Thus, he argued
that any opinion would amount to an advisory opinion,
which the court has no constitutional authority to provide.
The majority responded that it did not understand the
city’s statements at oral argument to indicate that the city
had abandoned the road project, so it could not conclude,
on the record before it, that the case was moot. It left
open the possibility, however, that upon remand to the
trial court the case could actually be found moot and be
dismissed.
In conclusion, while the Supreme Court still has not
cobbled together a comprehensive definition of public
use, in City of Novi v. Robert Adell Children’s Funded
Trust, it added another stone to the path leading to that
definition.
Jason C. Long
Justices Express Four Different Opinions in
Evidentiary Dispute Involving Valuation in
Condemnation Proceeding
Michigan Department of Transportation v
Haggerty Corridor Partners LP, _____ Mich
_____ ; 2005 LEXIS 1132 (2005)
The recent Michigan Supreme Court case in Michigan
Department of Transportation v Haggerty Corridor
Partners LP, _____ Mich _____ ; 2005 LEXIS 1132 (July
15, 2005), generated nearly 90 pages of attention in the
court’s slip opinion, including four separate authored
opinions, all arising out of an evidentiary dispute in a
condemnation proceeding.
The case arose out of the MDOT’s taking of property
in Novi for the M-5 Connector Project. The MDOT’s
valuation was premised on the assumption that the
property should be valued as currently zoned (as of the
date of taking) for residential, in an amount of $1,415,000.
The property owner’s valuation position assumed that
the value of the property should reflect the reasonable
possibility of rezoning to commercial, and should be
$18,000,000. The trial court, over the objection of the
State, allowed evidence of the fact that the property was
actually rezoned to commercial roughly two and one-half
years after the date of taking (the date of taking is the date
of valuation as a matter of law in a condemnation
proceeding). The trial court also precluded the MDOT
from arguing that the rezoning occurred solely as a result
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of the M-5 Project, and would otherwise not have occurred
if there was no road project. The jury awarded the
property owner $14,877,000.

however, since the matter has been remanded for a new
trial and the majority of the court has determined that the
rezoning evidence is inadmissible in the first instance.

The primary issue on appeal was whether the trial
court’s evidentiary rulings relating to the rezoning were
correct. The Court of Appeals reversed the trial court and
remanded for a new trial. The Michigan Supreme Court
affirmed the reversal and remand. However, despite
lengthy analyses of condemnation law and evidentiary
standards in four separate authored opinions, a majority
of the court could not agree to a holding on any particular
rationale. Justice Young wrote an opinion, in which
Chief Justice Taylor and Justice Corrigan joined,
contending that post-date of taking evidence of rezoning
was irrelevant to the issue of value as of the date of taking.
Justice Young likened the market participant looking to
purchase the property as of the date of taking to the
thrower of a die: “That a six is rolled after one predicts
this outcome does not increase the strength of the
prediction beyond the usual one-in-six chance of being
correct.”

Although no clear rationale for decision is adopted
by a majority of the court in Haggerty Road Partners, the
case is an excellent read on the interplay between
condemnation law and evidentiary standards in the
courtroom.

In a separate opinion, Justice Kelly found that the
evidence of rezoning is relevant to the determination of
whether a reasonable possibility of rezoning existed as of
the date of taking. In a case that is sure to garner the
interest of gaming enthusiasts across the country, Justice
Kelly, disagreeing with Justice Young, stated: “Rezoning
is more like a horse race than the roll of a die.” Justice
Kelly likened the market participant to predictors of a
horse race: they base their opinion on factors known
before the race, which can then be corroborated by the
race’s outcome.
Justice Weaver, joined by Justice Cavanagh, and
Justice Markman, in separate opinions, agreed that the
rezoning evidence was relevant. Thus a majority of the
justices found that the post-date of taking rezoning evidence
was relevant.
Notwithstanding, Justice Kelly found that, although
the evidence was relevant, it was inadmissible because
it was prejudicial under MRE 403. Now you will need
your scorecard: that’s four justices ruling that the rezoning
evidence is relevant, and four different justices ruling that
the rezoning evidence is inadmissible, albeit for different
reasons.
The justices were in full agreement on one issue: after
having allowed the evidence of rezoning, the trial court
erred in denying the MDOT the opportunity to argue that
the rezoning would never have occurred had the road
project never been contemplated. This issue is moot,

Ronald E. Reynolds
Oral Gift in Right to Receive Rent Does Not
Violate the Statute of Frauds
Handelsman v Schultz, 266 Mich. App. 433;
2005 Mich. App. LEXIS 1149 (2005)
Handelsman v Schultz, 266 Mich. App. 433; 2005
Mich. App. LEXIS 1149 (2005), involved an issue of first
impression: Whether an alleged oral gift of a right to
receive rent from an income property conveyed an interest
in land and therefore violated the statute of frauds
requirement that any agreement for the conveyance of
an interest in land be in writing. MCL 566.106.
The court in Handelsman held that an oral gift of the
right to receive rent was not a gift of an interest in land,
but rather a gift of an interest in the rental proceeds. The
court cited several cases from Michigan and other
jurisdictions in its effort to come to this conclusion. It
would seem to this writer that a right to an income stream
arising out of ownership of real estate has never been a
right to an interest in the real estate itself, but apparently
the court felt that this was an open issue in Michigan.
Regardless, unless and until the Michigan Supreme Court
rules on the matter, it is now clear that an oral gift of a
right to receive rent does not convey an interest in land
and is therefore outside of the Statue of Frauds. Because
the court analogized to other fact settings in arriving at
its holding (e.g., an oral agreement conveying the right
to receive the proceeds from a sale of real estate), it is
possible that the holding in this case may be extended
beyond its facts.
Patrick A. Karbowski
“Annexation” Election Procedures under the
1929 Summer Resort Association Act Again
Held Unconstitutional
Whitman v Lake Diane Corp, _____ Mich App
____, 2005 Mich. App. LEXIS 1552 (2005)
In Whitman v Lake Diane Corp, _____ Mich App
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____, 2005 Mich. App. LEXIS 1552 (2005), the court
held that election procedures under one of Michigan’s
four summer resort association acts are invalid, being
unconstitutional as a violation of due process rights of
affected resort property owners. The act is the
Incorporation of Summer Resort Owners Act, 1920 PA
137, MCL 455.201 et seq. (the “Act”).

from conducting the scheduled election. Ultimately, the
trial court granted plaintiff-property owner’s motion for
summary disposition and issued its order declaring the
Act’s election procedures invalid and unconstitutional as
a violation of plaintiff’s due process rights. The Court of
Appeals in Whitman affirmed on the grounds described
below.

The Act provides that ten or more “freeholders” can
incorporate a “summer resort owners corporation” under
its terms “. . . for the better welfare of said community
and for the purchase and improvements of lands to be
occupied for summer homes and summer resort purposes.
. .”. The Act is unique among the summer resort
association acts because it authorizes elections to compel
nonmember homeowners within the vicinity of the resort
to contribute to the cost of improving roadways and other
common areas and of operating the association. The Act
provides that an association established under this act
can “annex” all areas within a “territory” that are
“reasonably adjacent” to the resort community. The
exact boundaries of the area are to be established by the
association itself.

Key provisions of the Act establishing procedures for
elections regarding the establishment of an association’s
“territory” have been of doubtful constitutionality since
a 1971 Michigan Supreme Court decision, Baldwin v
North Shore Estates Association, 384 Mich 42 (1970),
upon which the Whitman court heavily relied.

The Act provides that if a majority of “qualified
voters” in the territory votes to be incorporated, the
board of trustees is to declare the entire area incorporated
under the Act and is to file with the county clerk and
record with the register of deeds (i) a notice of election,
and (ii) a resolution of the board declaring the election
carried out and the incorporation of the entire territory
accomplished. The corporation then has the right to
assess annual dues and special assessments, without a
stated dollar limitation, upon a vote of the majority of the
members. These dues and assessments are declared to
be a lien upon the land of the delinquent member and
the corporation can provide the manner and method of
enforcing the lien.
Lake Diane Corporation (the “Association”), the
summer resort association in Whitman, was incorporated
under the Act in 1973. In September 2003, the board
of trustees of the Association scheduled an election under
the Act for the purpose of expanding the territory of the
corporation to include all lakefront property along Lake
Diane in southern Hillsdale County. Immediately before
the election was held, one of the owners of property
along the shore of the lake, who was not then under the
jurisdiction of the Association, brought an action for
declaratory and injunctive relief, challenging the
constitutionality of the Act on a number of grounds. The
trial court issued a temporary restraining order, followed
by a preliminary injunction enjoining the Association

In Baldwin, the Supreme Court expressly held a
section of the Act unconstitutional as a denial of equal
protection rights guaranteed under the Michigan and
United States Constitutions. The section provides that
qualified voters for purposes of the Act include only those
persons who are qualified voters in any voting precinct
in Michigan who are also “freeholders who have resided
weekends in the territory to be affected for a period of one
month prior to such election.”
The association in Baldwin had already conducted
a seemingly successful election before certain of the
property owners within the “annexed” area sued for
declaratory judgment. In accordance with the Act, the
Association had permitted only “freeholders who resided
weekends” in the area to vote.
The Supreme Court held that many potential voters
could not reasonably be expected to meet the Act’s
weekend residency requirement. Accordingly, it found
that the residency requirement had the practical effect of
impermissibly splitting, for election purposes, a natural
class of all freeholders into two different subclasses,
permanent residents and those who either owned vacant
land or who only occasionally used their resort property.
The Supreme Court declared that the election was invalid
as a violation of the constitutional equal protection rights
of the occasional users and that the association could not
exercise jurisdiction until all affected freeholders were
given an opportunity to vote or given voluntary grants of
authority, and remanded on that basis. The court expressly
found that “the residency requirement is severable from
the remainder of the statute, and the remainder is itself
a complete act.”
Notwithstanding this narrow holding, the court, in
dicta, called into question the constitutionality of the
entire Act, stating that “. . . we note that the entire act
borders on unconstitutionality by reason of its vagueness.
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This is so primarily because several of its basic terms –
‘resided weekends,’ ‘summer resort,’ ‘resort community,’
‘summer resort owners’ – are neither explicitly nor implicitly
defined by any provisions of the act. However, because
of the presumption of statutory validity, because the
vagueness issue has not been squarely briefed and argued
in this case, and because we are able to make a less
sweeping decision of this case, we do not now discuss the
vagueness question.”
In Whitman, the election had not yet been held and
the weekend residency requirement itself was not at
issue. The court specifically stated that it was interpreting
the Act as if that requirement had never been enacted.
For this reason, no equal protection issue was present.
The court instead addressed the question of whether the
election provisions were constitutionally invalid as a
violation of the due process rights of those whose property
interests would have been affected by election to “annex”
their land to the jurisdiction of the summer resort
corporation.
The court held that the election provisions violated
due process for two reasons. First, it found the Act
deficient in its identification of those persons qualified to
vote in an election under MCL 455.206 because it
permitted only “freeholders” to vote. The court held that
the failure of the legislature to define the term “freeholder”
made the Act unconstitutionally vague, noting that the
Act fails to address issues that could arise about a single
freeholder’s interest in more than one parcel within the
territory, or multiple freehold interests in a single parcel.
Many may find less compelling the second ground
for finding the election procedure unconstitutional. The
court held that, despite the “unique nature” of summer
resort corporations the Act contains no restriction regarding
the calendar month in which such an election may take
place. It noted that the association here scheduled the
election at issue in December, a month in which, the
court opined, it could be expected that a significant
number of area freeholders likely would not be present
at their resort residences. Declaring election procedures
unconstitutional because they may cause voting to be
inconvenient might be considered an overreaction by the
court.
The only case, other than Baldwin and Whitman, to
consider the validity of election procedures under the Act
is Ryan v Ore Lake, 56 Mich App 162, 166-168 (1974).
The Michigan Court of Appeals panel in Ryan exhibited
hostility to these provisions of the Act, citing “the serious
problems created by the vague terms contained within
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this act”. However, the court found other grounds –
whether the parcels were properly includable under the
Act in an election — and did not address constitutional
issues because the case could “fairly be disposed of on
those non-constitutional grounds.”
The sections of the Act that allow an association
formed under it to compel all lot owners in a large area
to participate are unique. If successful, a jurisdictional
election could allow a core of civic-minded owners in
some circumstances to bring order out of chaos and
promote improvement and reasonable use of older
subdivided resort areas. Unfortunately, the Act remains
subject to the serious cloud of unconstitutionality that is
likely to continue absent substantial legislative amendment
of the Act, which seems unlikely.
Michael A. Stack
Equitable Subrogation: Refinancing of First
Mortgage Does Not Result In Priority Over
Prior Junior Mortgages
Washington Mutual Bank, FA v Shorebank
Corp, ___ Mich App ___ ; 2005 Mich. App.
LEXIS 1497 (2005)
In Washington Mutual Bank, FA v Shorebank Corp,
___ Mich App ___; 2005 Mich. App. LEXIS 1497 (2005),
the Court of Appeals, in considering a motion for summary
judgment, followed Michigan Supreme Court precedent
in holding that, in the absence of an assignment or an
agreement of subrogation, a party that has no interest to
protect and that voluntarily pays off or lends money to
pay off a first mortgage, taking a new mortgage for its
own security, cannot invoke the doctrine of equitable
subrogation to have its rights subrogated to the rights of
the first mortgage in order to take priority over a prior
recorded junior mortgage, unless fraud, mistake, or some
other equitable consideration is shown.
In Washington Mutual, the plaintiff, Washington
Mutual Bank, F.A., provided a loan to mortgagor in the
amount of $392,000, which was secured by a mortgage
on its property. The mortgagor used most of the loan
proceeds to discharge a first mortgage on the property in
favor of Option One Mortgage Corporation. At the time
the loan was made, the plaintiff was unaware that two
other mortgages were also recorded against the property:
a $200,000 mortgage in favor of Shorebank, and a
$249,000 mortgage in favor of Standard Federal Bank.
Subsequent to receiving the plaintiff’s loan, the mortgagor
defaulted on the Shorebank and Standard Federal
mortgages, which ultimately went into foreclosure. Because
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the Shorebank and Standard Federal mortgages were
recorded prior to the plaintiff’s mortgage, foreclosure of
the mortgages would potentially extinguish the plaintiff’s
lien. Therefore, in order to protect its interest, the plaintiff
filed a complaint alleging that, pursuant to the doctrine
of equitable subrogation, its mortgage should be
subrogated to the rights of the first mortgage and thus
should be superior to the mortgages granted in favor of
Shorebank and Standard Federal.
The appellate court, citing French v Grand Beach
Co, 239 Mich 575, 580-581 (1927), distinguished between
two types of equitable subrogation, “legal subrogation”
and “conventional subrogation.” Legal subrogation, the
court stated, arises in equity on behalf of “one who, in
order to protect a security held by him, is compelled to
pay a debt for which another is primarily liable.”
Washington Mutual, supra, slip op at 2 (quoting French,
supra at 580-581). The payor becomes entitled under
legal subrogation to be substituted in place of and is
vested with the rights of the person to whom such payment
is made. Id.
Conventional subrogation, conversely, arises from
an agreement between a debtor and a third party whereby
the latter, in consideration that the creditor’s security and
all its rights thereunder be vested in it, agrees to pay the
debt in order to help the debtor from losing his or her
property due to a foreclosure sale thereof. Id. Payment
by the lender is completely independent of any interest
in the property that the lender may have to protect. Id.
In defining conventional subrogation, the court also quoted
Justice Potter’s concurring opinion in Lentz v Stoflet, 280
Mich 446 (1937): “It is only in cases where the person
advancing money to pay the debt of a third party stands
in the situation of a surety… that a court of equity
substitutes him in the place of the creditor as a matter of
course, without any agreement to that effect.” Washington
Mutual, supra, slip op at 6 (quoting Lentz, supra at 452)
(emphasis added). That is, the payor must have guaranteed
performance of the debtor in some fashion. The court
further noted, however, that conventional subrogation is
not available to a “mere volunteer.” Id.
In this case, the plaintiff did not provide the loan to
the mortgagors in order to protect any interest the plaintiff
had in the property. Similarly, the plaintiff neither had a
legal obligation to pay off the first mortgage nor did it
receive an assignment or agreement of subrogation. As
such, the court rejected the plaintiffs assertion that it
should be subrogated to the rights of the first mortgagee,
stating that, because the plaintiff was a mere volunteer,
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it was not entitled to be substituted in place of and vested
with the rights of the first mortgagee. Id.
The plaintiff next alleged that equitable subrogation
should apply because the mortgage was obtained through
fraud. The plaintiff claimed that the mortgagor was
fraudulent in failing to disclose the mortgages given to
Shorebank and Standard Federal. The court noted that
the cases relied on by the plaintiff to support its assertion
of fraud were not factually analogous. For example,
many of the cases involved fraud in the execution of the
mortgage, rather than non-disclosure of prior mortgages.
Ultimately, the court relied on Lentz, supra, a case factually
similar to the case at bar, to reject application of equitable
subordination in the plaintiff’s case. In Lentz, however,
there was no analysis as to whether the mortgagor’s
failure to disclose a junior mortgage was fraudulent, thus
warranting the application of equitable subordination.
Nonetheless, the court found that the mortgagor’s alleged
fraud was not actionable, stating, “In both Lentz and the
case at bar, the later mortgage was obtained apparently
without disclosing the existence of the earlier mortgage(s).
In short, if the volunteer doctrine applies in Lentz despite
the fraud, then it also applies in the case at bar despite
the similar fraud.” Washington Mutual, supra slip op at
8. Unfortunately, this analysis is rather deficient, as fraud
may not have been a claim on appeal in Lentz.
The plaintiff also argued that a mistake of fact should
prevent it from being considered a volunteer. The plaintiff’s
claim of mistake was that its mortgage was granted to pay
off a first mortgage, without discovering the junior
mortgages. Again, the court found that the cases relied
on by the plaintiff to support its assertion of mistake were
not factually analogous. As such, the court found no basis
to distinguish this case from Lentz, supra, and therefore
did not find that the plaintiff’s claim of mistake warranted
application of equitable subrogation. Id slip op at 9.
The court’s decision follows Michigan precedent in
holding that, absent an assignment or an agreement of
subrogation, a mortgage granted as part of a generic
refinancing of a first mortgage will not take priority over
a prior recorded junior mortgage, unless there is fraud,
mistake or some other equitable consideration. As such,
this case reinforces the notion that a thorough search of
title is needed prior to financing a loan and that a
qualified attorney must follow the necessary procedures
to ensure that the loan is properly secured.
Stephen M. Guerra
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Release of Broker Included in Closing
Documents and Signed by Residential
Purchaser is Enforcable
Hall v Small, ____ Mich App ____; 2005 Mich.
App. LEXIS 1637 (2005)
The Michigan Court of Appeals in Hall v Small, ____
Mich App ____; 2005 Mich. App. LEXIS 1637 (2005),
affirmed summary disposition in favor of the defendant
real estate brokers and agents involved in the sale of a
residential home to the plaintiffs. The court held that a
mutual release of the brokers and agents signed by the
sellers and buyers (but not the brokers or agents) at the
closing of the transaction was valid. The plaintiffs
contended that the agreement lacked the basic elements
for a binding agreement.
The plaintiffs purchased a home and discovered after
closing that the home was infested with mold. The
plaintiffs alleged that the defendants knew of the condition
and concealed it. Furthermore, the plaintiffs alleged that
the sellers’ broker and real estate agent were negligent in
failing to discover and disclose to the plaintiffs the condition
of the home. The plaintiffs also alleged that their broker
and agent were negligent for failing to discover and
disclose the condition of the home. The trial court
granted summary disposition in favor of the defendants
based on the release the plaintiffs signed at closing. The
release was titled “Statement of Mutual Satisfaction” and
held the brokers on both sides and their representatives
harmless for “any condition that may occur” regarding
all facets of the property. The plaintiffs argued on appeal
that summary disposition was improper because the
release, having been included by the brokers in the
closing documents, was not supported by any elements
of a contract, those being, consideration, mutuality of
agreement or mutuality of obligation.
The plaintiffs asserted that there was no mutuality of
agreement because the brokers had not signed the
agreement. The plaintiffs never alleged that there was
any misunderstanding or ambiguity concerning the
agreement. The plaintiffs testified that they signed the
release after a brief explanation of its contents.
Additionally, the plaintiffs testified that they intended to
be bound by the terms of the agreement when they
signed it. The Court of Appeals concluded that there was
mutuality of agreement. The Court of Appeals noted that
the plaintiffs provided no authority for their proposition
that the party asserting the validity of a contract must
have signed it. The court further noted that a valid
contract requires a meeting of the minds, or mutual
assent, on all essential terms.
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The Michigan Court of Appeals had previously held
that “mutuality of assent means no more than that there
must be mutual assent on all essential terms of a contract
and that the parties’ assent is manifested in some objective
form.” Reed v Citizens Insurance Company of America,
198 Mich App 443 (1993). In that decision, the Court of
Appeals further found that “[m]utual assent is shown by
the offer sent to plaintiff that she signed and returned.”
Id at 449.
The plaintiffs also asserted that the signed agreement
was not supported by consideration. The Court of Appeals
cited other cases where a Statement of Mutual Satisfaction
was signed as part of a larger contract involving multiple
promises. In this case, the Statement of Mutual Satisfaction
was signed as part of the closing and, because it was
signed at that time, it was part of the larger contract to
purchase the property. Citing Rowady v K Mart Corp,
170 Mich App 54, 59 (1988), the court in this case held
“where there is no specific recitation of separate
consideration for the release, but it is part of a larger
contract involving multiple promises, the basic rule of
contract law is that whatever consideration is paid for all
of the promises is consideration for each one.” The court
therefore found that consideration was present in this
case and supported plaintiffs’ promise to hold the brokers
harmless.
The plaintiff argued that the Statement of Mutual
Satisfaction lacked mutuality of obligation because it did
not require anything of the brokers. The court, referring
to other cases, and more specifically, the Restatement of
Contracts found that “if the requirement of consideration
is met, there is no additional requirement of . . . mutuality
of obligation.” Therefore, because the court found that
there was consideration present, there was also mutuality
of obligation supporting the agreement. Other Michigan
decisions support this finding. In Reed, the Michigan
Court of Appeals held “if the requirement of consideration
is met, there is no additional requirement of mutuality of
obligations prerequisite to the formation of a contract.”
Lastly, the plaintiffs asserted that the Statement of
Mutual Satisfaction was invalid as applied to their broker
because of the integration clause contained in the Exclusive
Designated Buyer’s Agency Agreement (EDBAA) that
they signed. The plaintiff contended that the release
constituted a modification of the EDBAA that was not
signed by all parties. The Court of Appeals pointed out
that this issue was not raised before the trial court and
was not subject to review. It went on to say in dicta that
even if this issue had been raised at the trial level, and
assuming the plaintiffs were correct that the Statement of
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Mutual Satisfaction was an invalid modification of the
EDBAA, this would not have invalidated the Statement
of Mutual Satisfaction, which validly released the plaintiffs’
broker from liability.
It should be noted that the old common law rule of
caveat emptor still has applicability. The Michigan Court
of Appeals in M & D Inc v McConkey, 231 Mich App 22
(2098), held that neither the real estate company that
represented the vendor of commercial property nor its
brokers, in their individual capacities, owed a general
duty to the purchaser to disclose material defects involving
property, including its historical flooding problems, which
is required to state claims of fraud and misrepresentation.
McConkey further held that where the vendor and
purchaser have generally discussed the condition at issue
when the purchaser expressed some particularized concern
or a direct inquiry is made, the vendor has a duty to
disclose material facts. Finally, the McConkey court found
that for a purchaser to be successful on a claim of fraud
against a seller (and his agents) when an “as-is” clause
and explicit disclaimer is in place, the purchaser must
offer proof that he properly inquired regarding the specific
condition that in turn would have imposed a duty on the
vendor to disclose the material information.
A signed release by a purchaser can bar a later claim
against a real estate broker or agent, even if there is no
prior obligation on the part of the buyer to sign the
release. The Michigan Court of Appeals in Brooks v
Holmes, 163 Mich App 143 (1987), held that a release
is valid if it is fairly and knowingly made. The Brooks
court basically found that where plaintiffs fail to show any
proof of fraud, duress or coercion, a signed release is
effective to bar their claim against a real estate broker and
agent for fraud, misrepresentation and negligence in the
sale of a house.
There is an ongoing debate in some circles as to
whether attorneys offer any value to their clients in
residential transactions. Assuming that an attorney would
have advised the buyers in this case that they had no
obligation to sign the release, it also may be safe to
assume that these buyers would have found significant
value in hiring an attorney to represent them before
closing, instead of after.
Patrick A. Karbowski and Anthony J. Viviani
County Zoning Ordinance Does Not Trump
Township Zoning Ordinance
Bengston v Delta County, _____ Mich App
_______; 2005 Mich. App. LEXIS 1375 (2005)
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In Bengston v Delta County, _____ Mich App _______;
2005 Mich. App. LEXIS 1375 (2005), the Michigan
Court of Appeals reversed a trial court’s public policy
rationale that led the trial court to conclude that a county
zoning ordinance controlled over a township zoning
ordinance, the validity of which was called into question.
In Bengston, the land at issue was being used for
commercial purposes. Problems arose when the plaintiffs
sought a building permit from Delta County to expand
the commercial use of the property. The county informed
plaintiffs that the property was zoned for residential use
and denied the permit.
The “quirk” in this case was that the township,
several years earlier, had adopted a zoning ordinance
and zoning map, and attempted to establish a planning
commission. Under the township zoning scheme, the
property was, in fact, zoned commercial. The township,
however, had not properly established the planning
commission, and, two years after its attempted
establishment, township voters rejected a proposal to
properly establish the planning commission. Although
the township apparently thereafter abandoned its foray
into the world of zoning, the township zoning ordinance
was never repealed.
The trial court based its ruling on public policy
grounds stating, “[p]ublic policy intercedes when there
has been reliance on a particular zoning ordinance and
map for a substantial period.” Accordingly, the trial court
followed, “[t]he 15 years of public reliance on Delta’s
zoning maps cannot be disturbed and any attack on that
usage is precluded on public policy grounds.” Ultimately,
the trial court determined, “[w]hatever the origin of the
confusion or its consequences, there has been lengthy a
[sic] period of public acquiescence and reliance on Delta’s
zoning maps and zoning designations within Wells
Township, and that, as a matter of law, the Plaintiffs’
property is presently zoned as R-1” (residential use). Slip
op. at 3.
The court of appeals noted that county zoning
ordinances cannot override valid township zoning
ordinances and thus framed the question presented as
whether there was any basis to conclude that the township
zoning ordinance was invalidly adopted or otherwise no
longer in force. The court further noted that the zoning
authority granted to a township board by MCL 125.271
was not contingent on the existence of a validly created
planning commission and that the township zoning
ordinance had never been repealed by the township.
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The court of appeals then flatly rejected the trial court’s
public policy argument, apparently because of the
existence of controlling statutory authority. Having found
that the zoning ordinance was still valid, and having
rejected the trial court’s public policy rationale, the court
of appeals could come to no other conclusion than that
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the county ordinance could not override the valid township
ordinance. Therefore, plaintiffs’ property was zoned
commercial and expanding that commercial use was
within the township zoning scheme.
Patrick A. Karbowski
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CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
by Brian P. Henry, Chairperson and Arlene R. Rubinstein, Administrator

HOMEWARD BOUND AND GROUNDBREAKERS
The Continuing Legal Education Committee is pleased to announce its Thirtieth season of “Homeward Bound”
seminars and our fourth season of our “Groundbreakers” Breakfast Roundtables. This season’s series is under the
direction of David E. Nykanen of Steinhardt Pesick and Cohn, PC in Southfield.

“GROUNDBREAKERS” BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS
Our first “Groundbreakers” Breakfast Round Table program will be held on October 27, 2005 at the Townsend
Hotel, 100 Townsend Street, Birmingham. The Program will begin at 8:00 a.m. and end at 9:30 a.m. All registrants
will be able to sit in at two roundtable discussions. A full breakfast will be served. Space is limited!
Ronald E. Hodess of Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, PLC in Troy is the program coordinator on “Construction
Law Issues.”

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION TOPICS AND LEADERS:
How Good is your Construction Lien when not Dealing Directly with the Owner
Marty A. Burnstein
Insurance and Risk Management Issues
Ronald E. Hodess of Miller, Canfield, Paddock & Stone, PLC
New AIA Design-Build Documents
Mike Lynch of Harley Ellis
Trying the Residential Lien Foreclosure Case
Ray Toma of Ray M. Toma, PC & John W. Stevens of Mattheson, Parr, Jolly, Osmer &
Stevens, LLP
Impact Claims
Joseph W. DeLave of Dickinson Wright, PLLC
Basic Introduction to AIA Contract Documents
Scott H. Sirich of Plunkett & Cooney, PC
Obtaining Relief from the State Lien Funds
Paul Carthew of Carthew & Associates
Our second Breakfast Roundtable Session will be held on March 2, 2006 on “Bankruptcy Issues.” The
Program coordinators are Vicki R. Harding of Pepper Hamilton, LLP in Detroit and Rozanne M. Giunta of
Lambert, Leser, Isackson, Cook & Giunta, PC in Bay City.
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HOMEWARD BOUND
This year the Homeward Bound series will be held
in Troy at the MSU Management Education Center, 811
W. Square Lake Road. The series will begin November
3, 2005 with “Tax Planning for Real Estate Owners”.
The speakers are William B. Acker of Kemp, Klein,
Umphrey, Endelman & May, PC in Troy, Dean A.
Rocheleau of Plante Moran, PLLC in Southfield and
Richard A. Shapack of Butzel Long, PC in Bloomfield
Hills.
The presentation will be an interactive session led
by experienced practitioners in the tax, real estate and
estate planning areas. Topics covered: Entity selection;
Ownership/allocation structuring; Drafting of operating
(or partnership) agreements; Like-kind and reverse likekind exchanges; Estate planning for real estate owners.
On December 8, 2005 David E. Nykanen
(moderator) of Steinhardt Pesick & Cohen, PC in
Southfield, Anne H. Hiemstra of Fidelity National Title
Insurance Company in Troy, Anthony T. Sycko, Jr., P.S.
of Kem-Tec & Associates and L. Jeffrey Zauberman of
Maddin, Hauser, Wartell, Roth & Heller, PC in Southfield
will present “Real Estate Due Diligence - Part 1:
Title and Survey Issues.”
Frequently title and survey requirements are written
into a purchase agreement before title work and survey
have even been ordered. When the title commitment and
survey are received, applying the contractual provisions
is often a challenge. An experienced panel will discuss
how to address these issues by drafting flexible and
accommodative provisions into a purchase agreement.
The panel will also discuss how the transaction will move
to closing, focusing on the interaction between the
surveyor, the title company, and the parties’ counsel.
Brian P. Henry of Freeman, Cotton & Norris, PC in
Bloomfield Hills, Jason M. Horton of Real Estate
Development & Investment Corp (REDICO) in Southfield,

Nicholas G. Maloof of Associated Environmental Services,
LLC in Birmingham and Steven D. Sallen of Maddin,
Hauser, Wartell, Roth & Heller, PC in Southfield will
speak on January 12, 2006 on “Real Estate Due
Diligence Part 2: Drafting Traps in the Purchase
Agreement, Understanding Due Diligence Reports,
and Deadlines for Economic Development
Incentives”.
This seminar will provide the real estate practitioner
that possesses a basic understanding of the real estate
transaction/land development process with: (1) drafting
traps/tips in the Purchase Agreement related to due
diligence issues; (2) a summary of available development
incentives for contaminated and uncontaminated
properties; (3) the typical timeline for completion of due
diligence activities and the dovetailing of development
incentive applications with environmental, zoning, site
planning and other due diligence activities; and (4) an
understanding of basic due diligence reports (Phase I &
II ESAs, BEAs, ALTA Land Surveys, PCAs, etc.) and
what the reports mean.
Registrations for individual Homeward Bound
seminars are $80 for members of the Section and $90 for
non-members. A substantial savings can be made by
purchasing a “Series Subscription”! The registration fee
is $240 for Section Members and $390 for Non-Section
Members. Section Members register for the full series
and save $240!!
The “Groundbreakers” Breakfast Roundtable sessions
are not included in the Homeward Bound Series
registration fee. The cost is $55 for Section Members and
$65 for Non-Section Members. If you pay at the door
the cost is $65 for Section Members and $75 for NonMembers. A Homeward Bound/ Breakfast Roundtable
Session brochure has been included in this issue. For
more information please call Arlene Rubinstein at 248644-7378 or e-mail at LAWA1@aol.com.

The Section is going to Las Vegas!
Mark your Calendars!
Make Your Reservations!
March 16-18, 2006
The Wynn
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WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM THE SUCCESS IN THE WEST:
EMERGING TRENDS IN MICHIGAN DEVELOPMENT

Ronn Nadis of Taubman, Nadis & Neuman, PC in Southfield and Larry Shoffner of Lawrence Shoffner, PLLC
in Detroit are the program chairs and they are in the process of planning a program sure to be of interest to all real
estate attorneys.
The program will feature Las Vegas developers and Nevada attorneys who will provide an insider’s look at cutting
edge development techniques which have recently found great success in the booming Las Vegas real estate market.
Michigan attorneys will examine recent trends in Michigan real estate development, including the latest in contract
zoning, practical considerations in creating mixed use developments and establishing conversion condominiums.
Participants will not only learn about these recent trends in Michigan, but will explore ways in which tremendously
successful development techniques in Las Vegas may be applied to Michigan development opportunities. Finally, for
those cutting edge techniques and recent trends that don’t quite work out, we will also examine workout and bankruptcy
options for troubled projects.

FEES – Register Now!
Before November 1, 2005:
1st time Winter Conference Section Attendees: $300
Section Members:
$350
Non-Section Members:
$400

After November 1, 2005:
1st time Winter Conference Section Attendees: $375
Section Members:
$425
Non-Section Members:
$475

We have a limited number of rooms reserved at the newest resort and casino on the Law Vegas Strip
- The Wynn. The crescent shaped tower is located at the north end of Las Vegas Boulevard. This 50 story building
and resort has beautifully appointed rooms, dozens of restaurants, 18 hole golf course, pool and more to make this
the perfect location for our annual winter conference!
Online hotel registration is available on the Section website - www.michbar.org/realproperty - Click on 2006 Winter
Conference - Click online hotel registration. Accommodations are available on a first come first serve basis. First night
room and tax are due at time of booking, balance is due on February 10, 2006.
Rates are $319 per room per night. Final rates will include 9% tax.
Call USA Hosts at 877-584-6787 for questions regarding hotel accommodations.

All registrants will be responsible for their own airfare and transportation
to and from Las Vegas and the hotel. Book early.

For further information call 248-644-7378 or email LAWA1@aol.com.
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Save the Date!
Thirty-first Annual Summer Conference
July 12-15, 2006
Grand Hotel
Mackinaw Island
Ronald Reynolds of Berry, Reynolds and Rogowski, PC in Farmington Hills and Lawrence Dudek
of Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, PLLC in Detroit are the program coordinators.
Look for further information in January.

COURSE CALENDAR
Set forth is a schedule of Continuing Legal Education courses sponsored or co-sponsored by the Real Property
Law Section through January 2006.
Date

Location

Program

Topic

October 27

The Townsend Hotel
Birmingham

Breakfast
Roundtable

Construction
Law Issues

November 3

Management Education Center
MSU – Troy

HB

Tax Planning
for Real Estate Owners

December 8

Management Education Center
MSU – Troy

HB

Real Estate Due
Diligence Part 1:
Title and Survey Issues

January 12

Management Education Center
MSU -Troy

HB

Real Estate Due
Due Diligence Part 2

Further information on all Breakfast Roundtable Sessions and the Homeward Bound series can be found on the
Section’s website at: http://www.michbar.org/realproperty/
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2005 SUMMER CONFERENCE
GRAND TRAVERSE RESORT AND SPA
JULY 20-23, 2005

Thursday Program Speakers - John Gaber of Williams, Williams,
Ruby & Plunkett, PC; Bob Berlow of Kickham Hanley PC and
Tom Pezzetti of Brandt, Fisher, Alward & Roy, PC

Bob Mollhagen, Chairperson Michigan Land Titles Standards,
of Howard and Howard Attorneys, PC

Jim Robb of Thomas M. Cooley Law School and Kim Shierk,
Section Secretary, of Myers Nelson Dillon & Shierk, PLLC

Sheryl and Gregg Nathanson , Council member, of Couzens,
Lansky, Fealk, Ellis, Roeder & Lazar, PC
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Mike Alberty and Robin Brewer of First American Title Insurance
Company

Nyal Deems, past Section Chairperson, of Varnum Riddering,
his daughters Georgia, Suzy, and Zoe Nathanson with Daffy
the Clown

Chris Felton, Deborah and Michael Odette of Fidelity National
Title Insurance Company

Aaron Veldheer of Miller, Johnson, Snell & Cummiskey, PLC

Bill Holwig of Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, PLC and
Christine Potvin

Jerry Pesick, Council Member, of Steinhardt, Pesick and Cohn,
PC and Maxine Lievois of LandAmerica
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Brandy Mathie and Elizabeth Rogers of Miller, Canfield, Paddock
and Stone, PLC

Kevin Macaddino of Cambridge Homes, Inc.; Linda Linneo
and Rick Rattner, Program Chairperson, of Williams, Williams,
Ruby & Plunkett, PC

Danielle Taubman, Richard Taubman and Ronn Nadis of
Taubman, Nadis and Neuman, PC; Michelle and Walt Quillico
of Home Title Connect, LLC

Dave Charron, incoming Section Chairperson, of Charron &
Hanisch, PC with Mark Makower, outgoing Chairperson,
Dickinson Wright, PLLC

Ron Reynolds, Program Chairperson, of Berry, Reynolds and
Rogowski and Dave Nykanen of Steinhardt, Pesick and Cohn,
PC

Brian Dickerson, Detroit Free Press, special guest speaker.
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